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FOREWORD

One hesitates to add to the mass of printed diaries and

memorabilia of the California Pioneers. Tet to the increasing

number of their descendants a permanent first'hand record of the

daily lives of those who had the hardihood to face the five

months' tre\ over prairies, mountains and deserts, or the tedious

and dangerous voyage on paddle'wheel steamers via the Isthmus

route to San Francisco, is not without interest.

The following diary and autobiography were ta\en from

the papers of J^iles Searls and were often discussed with me
during his lifetime, so I \now them to be authentic. In addi'

tion, there has been added a little compilation of excerpts from

letters written by his wife, Mary Corinthia Searls, during her

voyage as a bride to California, and from J^evada City, the

little mining town where she settled with her husband, which

revealed something of her brave, sweet character and woman s

impressions of early California.

Due acknowledgment and appreciation is due to May
Searls Heuer for copying the almost illegible original script of

the diary with painstaking care, and to Carroll Searls and

Cornelia T^iles Gilmore for compiling the letters of Mary
Corinthia Searls.

Robert M. Searls.

Dated, San Francisco, California,

October 1, 1940.
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The DIARY of a

AND OTHER
PIONEER
PAPERS

I.

DIARY OF NILES SEARLS,

kept and written daily on the occasion of his journey across the

plains from Independence, Missouri, to California in 1849.

[Copied from original in possession of

May Searls Heuer.}

The fall of 1848 found me travelling through the western

part of the State of Missouri in quest of a location suitable for

a future home and for the practice of my profession. Finding

the task of making a selection a difficult one, I resolved upon

spending the winter with some newly found acquaintances, by

the expiration of which, I would be( better able to judge of the

advantages and disadvantages of the country in general and to

contrast each particular location with that of others. Having in

accordance with this resolution spent the winter in canvassing

the country, its resources and its prospects, I was beginning to

make preparations for my return home to New York (my

native State) when I received intelligence from a friend, that

he was soon to leave New York for California, via Independ'

ence, and at the same time urgently requesting me to accom'

pany him in the anticipated journey. As I had already more

than half decided upon “Seeing the Elephant,” which is but

another name for going to California, I was not long in decid'

ing that the present opportunity was quite as favorable as any

I could expect for visiting the gold region. With Charles W.
Mulford (the friend before alluded to), I had long been on

terms of the closest intimacy and from a thorough knowledge of

his character and habits, was fully satisfied that a more judi'

cious selection of a companion could not be made. Like

myself, he is attracted more by the novelty and pleasure of the

expedition than by the prospect of obtaining wealth on our



arrival in California. My friend arrived in the latter part of

April, 1849, and we immediately set about making preparations

for our departure. Our first intentions were to fit out a mule

team to convey our provisions and baggage across the plains,

but after a few lessons in the troubles of such an outfit and the

perplexities of such a conveyance to the uninitiated, we gave up

this idea and concluded to go out as passengers in the “Pioneer

line,” an organization for the conveyance of passengers from

Independence, Mo., to San Francisco. The conveyance is by

carriages capable of containing six persons each, covered, seated

upon springs and drawn by mules. Accompanying these is a

number of baggage wagons sufficient to contain the provisions

and baggage for the company, the former of which as well as

tents, cooking apparatus, etc., are furnished by Turner Allen

Co., the proprietors of the “line.” Determined to go well pre^

pared both for comfort and pleasure, we procured each a good

horse, to be used in hunting and to- ride when fatigued with

the carriage.

After procuring the necessary outfit in Independence, we
sought a temporary retreat from the dense throng that crowded

that place, in the house of Mr. Caldwell, oneffialf mile from

town, where we remained till May 9th in preference to going

into the camp which had been formed by the Company eight

miles out on the Santa Fe road.

May 9th—We left Mr. Caldwell’s this morning and rode

into camp. The Corral was formed on a beautiful elevation in

the undulating prairie known as “Blue Prairie.” Our first busi'

ness was to look after our baggage which had been sent out the

preceding day and which had been stowed away among other

baggage in the wagons where we could not obtain it. Our

company will consist of about one hundred and twenty passen'

gers, who are to be formed into messes of six persons each, each

mess to occupy their own carriage—to be furnished with a set

of camp equipage, do their own cooking and to drive their own

mules when put before the carriage. As much of the harmony

of our journey will depend upon our luck in obtaining mess

mates, we are looking around with some solicitude upon that
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point. This is the day appointed for our final departure, but

owing to the want of several additional baggage wagons we
shall only move a few miles at a time till Saturday which is

now named as the day for our “Rolling” in good earnest.

To'day everything has been tumult and confusion in camp;

those who could obtain provisions were deemed highly fortunate

to say nothing of being unprovided with utensils for cooking it

when obtained. Charles and I succeeded in discovering a barrel

of pilot bread, upon a portion of which we lived, and started

for a pure gurgling fount beside the cooling waters of which

we made our first meal upon bread and water alone.

The business of “hitching up,” as it is termed, commenced

at nine o’clock this morning but owing to the difficulties of

harnessing one hundred and fifty mules for the first time, it

was not completed till late in the evening. Nearly every animal

was caught with the lasso and choked down, harnessed by main

strength and placed before the wagons, there to perform sundry

feats that would astonish any but a juggler or one accustomed

to ground and lofty tumbling. After sundry mishaps such as

breaking wagon tongues, harnesses, etc., we at length got under

way and proceeded two miles, where we again encamped for

the night.

Our first business, after picketing our horses for the night

and pitching our tent, was to seek for wherewithal to satisfy

the cravings of appetite. After an hour’s delay we succeeded to

the number of four in procuring some coffee, bacon, pilot bread

and sugar. One of our number soon levied upon a fence rail

with which a fire was kindled and culinary operations were

for the first time commenced. Another hour and we were

seated in a circle around our humble supper eating by moon-

light this, the first fruits of our own cooking. No useless table

was spread. The Earth is to be our future bed, seat and table

and we reclined upon her bosom. We partook of our creature

comforts with a relish that in our former plentiful hours was

wholly unknown.

May 10th—^Rose this morning from our bed upon the

ground with sensations similar to those I imagine must pervade
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the frame of the inebriate after a week’s spree. We have sue-

ceeded in forming a mess today and in procuring our carriage

and camp equipage and are beginning to feel quite at home in

our new situation. We were started from our grassy couch

while at dinner by a fire which was communicated to the dry

vegetable matter of the Prairie immediately behind and around

us, and which was extinguished with some difiiculty. The fire

probably origina^ted from some coals left where we had cooked

our noonday meal, though some of the mess suggested the

possibility of its having been communicated by us to the grass

and to have originated in our superhuman efforts at masticating

dry pilot bread. Our mess is made up, with a single exception,

of young men, three of them from Michigan, one from N.

Hampshire, and Mulford and myself from New York. Judging

from present appearances they are all intelligent, moral men
and, with perhaps one exception, are all enterprising industrious

persons who, if spared to reach California, will turn their time

to good account. We shall not move from camp today, and not

for any great distance before the 12th, as the company are

awaiting extra baggage wagons which will not be completed

before that time.

May 11th—Rose this morning under the influence of a

severe cold contracted from exposure in camp and in sleeping

on the ground. The most deleterious consequence which I ap-

prehend is the effect which it appears to be having upon my
eyes. They are now very weak and to-day scarcely permit my
reading or going about. At nine o’clock A. M. word came to

“hitch up,” when we again had a repetition of the sport of

catching wild mule.s. When duly prepared, which was not till

late this evening, the baggage train filed off in advance, the

passenger carriages bringing up the rear in ludicrous style. At

one moment we might all be seen rolling on at a slow pace with

all the solemnity of a funeral procession; while in the next,

some refractory team, enraged at their recent captivity, would

plunge from the procession and, after a few gyrations by way

of ascertaining if their locomotives were in moving order, dart

off across the broad Prairie at the top of their speed and in
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utter defiance of all restraint. Ever and anon some startled

passenger, aroused by the speed from his golden dreams, would

throw himself from the carriage at the risk of life and limb.

Our team consisted of two mules one a venerable, sedate

looking chap whose experience, if told, would fill a volume.

To him a wagon was no novelty and the duties now devolving

upon him were but a repetition of what he had performed for

the last twenty years. Not so with his youthful companion,

who, for the first time a captive, wore his bonds with but a

bad grace. Sometimes he would dart ahead as if running against

time, then pause and plunge for a few moments, vainly trying

to extricate himself from his fancy covering of harness; some'

times on all fours and sometimes biped'like, he continued push'

ing along, for be it said to his credit, there was no refusing

to go till at length, finding that resistance was useless, he calmly

yielded to his fate and, with an occasional exception, walked on

sullenly, champing his bit. At six o’clock P. M. we encamped

on a delightful elevation of the Prairie, one and one'half miles

from the Blue.* On either side, at a distance of forty rods, is a

bountiful spring of clear pure water, with plenty of wood in

close proximity. Distance seven miles.

May 12th—Found my cold no better this morning and my
eyes much worse, so bad as to be unable to leave my tent with'

out suffering considerable pain. Our Commissary, Mr. Chas.

Falkner, has been since yesterday morning laboring under a

severe attack of Cholera, being a little better today, hopes are

entertained of his recovery.

The period of our departure is now postponed to Monday,

the 13 th. Innumerable difficulties and delays appear to attend

us. The obstacles to be surmounted in preparing so large a

train for an extensive journey are more numerous and of

greater magnitude than can be well imagined by an individual

unacquainted with the trip. The general health of the company

appears to be good as under all the circumstances could be

expected. Some few are complaining, but judging from the

*Word indistinct in original manuscript. Probably refers to the River.
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number of Doctors in the train, if any suffer from sickness it

will not be for the want of medical advisers.

May 13 th—Found my health considerably improved this

morning and am becoming inured by degrees to the Camp.

This is our first Sabbath in Camp. The day has been one of

unrivaled beauty, but no sound of the “church going bell” has

broken in upon the solemn stillness of the day.

Before preparing dinner I repaired to a neighboring farm^

house where I succeeded in levying upon a pail of milk and a

couple of pounds of beautiful honey by the assistance of which

we made a most sumptuous dinner.

May 14th—We are still at our old quarters with no hope

of getting off before tomorrow. A cold N. E. wind has been

blowing all day accompanied by heavy showers at short inter-

vals and with a prospect of a gloomy rainy night; from which

we have no protection save our frail canvas tents.

May 15th—We are awakened from a sound repose this

morning at about two A. M. by a pelting shower of rain, which

soon penetrated and ran under our canvas home till most of us

were completely saturated by the swift-descending flood.

Books, papers, guns, coats and baggage of every kind were wet

or soiled by the tremendous gale. Seldom have I witnessed a

more vivid display of electricity than accompanied this storm.

Peal succeeded peal in quick succession till it seemed as though

Pallas had again seized the thunderbolts of Jove and was bent

upon wreaking upon us poor mortals his direst vengeance. Some

of our boys concluded at the close of the storm that if they

had not seen the elephant, they had at least had a peep at his

proboscis.

One of our teamsters (California Bob), was attacked with

Cholera last night and will not probably survive the day and

night. At three o’clock P. M. we were once more ready to

“roll.” Mounting our horses, my companion and I rode for-

ward to try our luck at angling in the “Blue.”* The waters

were so swollen by the late rains as to be scarcely fordable.

* Proof that disputed word on page 11 is Blue.
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After vainly casting the tempting bait to the finny tribe who
would not even gratify me by a nibble, I shouldered my rifle

and rambled through the thickly wooded bottom bordering the

stream, with no better success till the arrival of the train.

The carriages were crossed over with some difficulty and

hauled up the steep bank by the assistance of drag ropes, after

which we moved on to a high open Prairie about one mile

southwest of the stream where we are encamped for the night.

We are now beyond the limits of the states. We have launched

out upon those broad plains which for months must be our

home, and what is the object of our present journey? Are we
led on by a kind of indefinite wish to roam over creation’s broad

expanse without any particular object in view; or, are we led

on by the all absorbing mania for getting gold; or, by the more

laudable one of seeking for knowledge at her primeval source,

of surveying and admiring the majestic work of Providence as

displayed in their native grandeur? And what is to be the

result of this expedition upon our future lives and fortunes?

Though we may not tell with scrupulous exactness the influence

of the present trip upon our lives and characters, yet we may

by carefully guarding against the bad influence brought to bear

upon us, come off unscathed from the blast, evade the con'

tagion, and be made wiser and better by the contact.

The baggage wagons did not arrive till midnight with our

blankets and tents and we were compelled to sit or stand in the

damp evening air and await their coming. Distance three miles.

May 16th—Rose this morning with a fair prospect of a

stormy day, A few of the baggage wagons are still behind,

stalled in the mud. Having no prospect of a start before about

noon, I shouldered my rifle after breakfast and rambled through

the grove of timber on our right, crossed a deep ravine, struck

an Indian trail and followed it out to the open prairie on the

opposite side. Ascending a beautiful elevation in the prairie,

I obtained the most extended and magnificent view of the

country which I ever beheld. The whole surface of the earth

appeared covered with beautiful wild flowers which added to

the beauty of the prospect. After satisfying myself with the
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beauties of nature here spread out with a prodigal hand I

returned to camp and at 11 o’clock A. M. we resumed our

journey. The roads, owing to the late rains, are wet and

heavy, rendering it impossible to travel but slowly. At 4 o’clock

the passenger train came to a halt and awaited the baggage

wagons which were several miles in the rear. We have no

wood within one and oneTalf miles of camp. Most of the

messes, anticipating this, brought wood with them from the

last encampment. Our mess, having neglected to do so, I

mounted my pony and rode to the nearest timber, bound up a

bundle of sticks and packed them into camp with which we
boiled our water for coffee.

Our teamster who was left behind sick with Cholera, died

last night.

Distance 10 miles.

May 17th—Weather still cloudy with a heavy damp

atmosphere. Several emigrant wagons encamped in our vicinity

last night. In one of which I observed a woman and several

small children. Our neck yoke gave out yesterday and has been

repaired by the carpenter this morning. Left camp at 9 o’clock

on horseback as usual, just as the trains were moving out of

Corral, and riding leisurely along to admire the “Encircling

Vastness”. How beautiful are the works of Nature and how

hast Thou, as it were in Thy playful moments decorated the

wild solitudes of earth with Thy most refulgent splendor!

Well may the untutored savage while roaming in perfect free'

dom o’er these boundless wilds, exult in his native freedom and

adore the Great Spirit that gave birth to his extended domain.

Two miles from our encampment was passed the “Lone

Elm,” a tree standing solitary and alone, several miles from

any timber. Close beside it is a stagnant pool of water. A
few miles farther on, we saw a drove of what we took to be

stray mules flying across the plain, but which, as we after'

wards learned, were probably wild horses.

At 1 o’clock we reached the point where the Oregon trail

diverges from the Santa Fe road. Following the latter a short

distance, we reached Cow Creek, upon which is the residence
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of a Mr. Rogers, one of those semi'barbarians who, from long

intercourse with the natives have assimilated themselves to their

habits and manner of living. His wife, we were informed, was

a half-breed, though being absent from home, we did not obtain

a glance at her ladyship. Near the house was an excellent

spring from which we drew a copious draught of pure water,

after which we crossed the prairie to our own trail and awaited

the coming of the line, which came up and encamped within

one-half mile of the fork of the road at 4 o’clock P. M. Two
of our passengers were attacked last night with Cholera and

left behind with no prospect but that of death to put an end

to their sufferings. One of them, I learned, was from Toronto,

Canada; the other, from Connecticut.

Owing to the damp state of the atmosphere, our blankets

are saturated with moisture and, notwithstanding our efforts

at keeping them properly aired, are in a bad condition for

forming our bed. We are again encamped far from any wood

and are entirely out of wood. A wagon was sent off and

obtained a meagre supply, of which we obtained a single stick

four feet in length as our share, with which and a quantity of

rosin weed we were to do our cooking for the night. Charlie

undertook the preparation of some bread or cakes and having

seen the cooks at home warm their water before commencing,

he did not hesitate to pour in a quantity of boiling water which

converted his flour into a most beautiful paste. After sundry

efforts at making it into bread, without success, the paste was

condemned as being nothing better than a foul imitation of

gutta-percha, and thrown aside. Our supper was therefore

composed of a few crumbs shaken from the bread bag and some

cold boiled ham. Not content to yield the point without an-

other trial, Charlie, a second time, commenced preparing bread

and succeeded finely, as usual.

Those who had been left in the morning with the sick

came in at a late hour, after having performed the last solemn

duty towards them required here on earth. They died a little

before five this evening and both within a period of five

minutes, and were buried in one grave on the ground where

we had encamped the preceding night. Distance twelve miles.
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May 18 th—As we were preparing to leave camp this

morning and had saddled our horses and left them grazing at

liberty, Major started off at a slow trot across the prairie in

the direction of the Indian house where we had stopped yester^

day. Hastily mounting Jo, I pursued him and had a race of

two or three miles in the course of which my horse fell while

running at the top of his speed, but fortunately recovered

himself without unseating me from the saddle. I at length

succeeded in capturing the object of my pursuit and for the

future think we shall be more careful, as it is nothing uncom-

mon for a horse on finding himself thus at liberty and pursued

to escape and run for a whole day without the possibility of

being overtaken. Pursuing our trail for a few miles, we came

to the banks of the Santa Fe creek, a small stream emptying

into Wakarusa, and fringed on each side by a beautiful grove

of elms, oaks, hickory, buckeye and linden. On the eastern

bank is a plantation neatly fenced around and apparently

occupied by some Indian partially weaned from his roving

habits. This is in the territory of the Shawnees and all the

natives which we have yet seen are of that tribe. After per-

forming our ablutions in the stream we rested till the arrival

of our company. Then rode across an open undulating prairie

of four miles in width to the Four Mile Creek. On the bank

of this stream and near an excellent spring we found a tree

peeled of its bark and literally covered with the names of

individuals, and the time at which they had passed this point.

Forty rods west of this stream our Corral is formed and we

are encamped for the night.

A wagon containing a woman and a young man have just

passed in front of camp and are returning to the States. They

were bound for the modern “Ophir” and had reached a point

fifteen miles beyond the Kansas when her husband died and

she, solitary and bereaved, was making her way back. By this

means we are enabled to send back letters to our friends.

Several Indians have been prowling around our camp this

evening, rendering the precaution of bringing in our horses

necessary. Distance fourteen miles.
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May 19th—We were passed this morning by a company

from Wellington, Mo., with many of whom I am acquainted.

The pleasure of meeting with former friends on the plains is

greater than can be well imagined. We have still two cases of

Cholera in camp both in a fair way to recover.

Passed the ‘‘Elevated conical swell” in the prairie, spoken

of by Bryant, this morning, and approached the Wakarusa at

about eleven o’clock. The banks of this stream are steep and

exceedingly difficult of passage. The wagons were, after several

hours, all safely hauled across by the united assistance of mules

and men. The road through the luxuriant, well timbered

bottom on the west side of this creek is at present almost

impassable. It commenced raining just as we reached the

Wakarusa and during the whole time of crossing, came down

in copious effusions. On the west bank of the stream is an

Indian cabin, partially finished, in the loft of which, astride a

beam I obtained a shelter from the rain. Emerging from the

timber, we encountered a mile of the worst road imaginable.

The wagons were often imbedded in the loose murky earth to

their hubs. Tongues were broken, harness torn, mules lamed,

and to all appearances we were nearly shipwrecked. After

three hours of hard swearing, we reached the high ground and

encamped for the night. Distance 4 miles.

May 20th—Left camp this morning at Vi past 8, traveling

over the high rolling prairie. After two hours we reached a

high promontory in the prairie, the acute point of which we
ascended by a winding way. From the summit of this point,

from sixty to one hundred feet in height, we obtained an

almost unlimited view of the surrounding country. The most

exuberant fancy can conceive nothing more sublime than the

broad expanse around us. Naught save the paintings of imagina-

tion as she pauses in her airy flight can adequately describe its

transcendent beauties, and I will not do it the injustice of a

limited description. At 2 P. M. we were overtaken by heavy

and protracted rain. Failing to reach the anticipated point for

encamping, we paused, dripping with wet, in the open prairie,

without the possibility of obtaining wood or water. After
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partially satisfying the cravings of appetite with a diminutive

piece of bread, the only cooked provisions on hand, we pitched

our tent and prepared our bed upon the saturated earth.

Rolling up in our damp blankets, the cares and hardships of

the day were soon forgotten and, though resting as it were in

the very water, I do not remember to have slept better since

we left the abodes of civilized men. Distance twelve miles.

May 21st—The rain of last night has abated, the wind

still remaining S. W. and blowing very briskly. With a few

hickory barks which lay in the bottom of our carriage, I man'

aged to kindle sufficient fire to boil our coifee and with the

assistance of some pilot bread which we obtained late last night

from the Commissary we made a breakfast, all taking hold with

a hearty good will, except Sinclair (from Michigan) who has

been slightly unwell for several days and this morning is

severely, if not dangerously, sick. His symptoms are similar to

those of the cholera patients which we have had among us

almost continually since we left Independence. Left camp at an

early hour, hoping to be able to reach the banks of the Kansas

this evening, but were delayed by a severe storm of hail and

rain this afternoon, rendering it impossible for us to travel for

some time.

The whiffletree to our carriage had given out and we were

assisting to repair the injury when the storm, accompanied by a

gale of wind, overtook us. The violence of the wind was such

as to render it almost impossible for a man to retain his

equilibrium. The united efforts of those in the carriage were

hardly sufficient to keep it from oversetting. Hailstones the

size of the end of a man’s thumb, driven by the blast, pelted

us with unprecedented fury. Our horses and mules, rendered

frantic with fear and pain, were with difficulty prevented from

making their escape altogether. The storm having abated, we

rigged our gearing and resumed the journey, dripping with wet,

and at 4 o’clock encamped on the eastern bank of a small creek

four miles from the Kansas. Sinclair has been growing worse

during the day, having had several spells of vomiting. A physi'

cian was called this evening who has administered some medi'
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cine and pronounces his case to be Cholera, but thinks him in a

fair way to recover. Distance twenty miles.

May 22nd—Reached the ferry of the Kansas this morning

and were fortunate in finding an opportunity to commence

crossing our wagons immediately. The Ferry is owned by two

half'breed Indians and the boats, two in number, are worked

by the natives. The Kansas, like most of the streams emptying

in the Missouri, is walled by high banks of loose, loamy earth

which, continually crumbling away and falling into the stream,

give to its waters a muddy, turbid appearance. The river is

about thirty rods in width and, at the present stage of water,

not over five feet in depth in the deepest place. Collected

around the bank were quite a number of Indians of the

Pottawatomie tribe, dressed in their usual grotesque costume and

painted or daubed with vermillion. The rear of the train

reached the northern bank about sunset and proceeding two

miles we encamped on a beautiful plain iVz miles east of

Soldier Creek, the nearest point from which we can obtain

water.

Sinclair remains about the same though his physician thinks

he will be better soon. Distance six miles.

May 23rd—The baggage needing to be overhauled and

repacked, we shall remain in our present position till tomorrow.

Sinclair is perhaps upon the whole a little better, though

still not altogether out of danger. Our camp today has been

the resort of a large number of Indians with whom many of

our company have been trafficking. They are all of the

Pottawatomie tribe. This tribe was originally from Wisconsin

and some of our passengers were acquainted with many of them

in that place. They have here a fine territory and some of them

appear to have made considerable advancement in civilized life.

May 24th—Left camp this morning at an early hour and

proceeding for two hours through the wet heavy bottom of the

Kansas. At the close of which time our company determined

to follow an old trail over the high prairie to avoid the

wretched road we were pursuing. Diverging, therefore, to the

right we ascended a long range of high hills and found the
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trail much better. This trail was first laid out by “Black

Harris” our intended guide who unfortunately for us died in

Independence of Cholera, just before our departure. We
arrived in the course of the afternoon at the crossing of

Soldier Creek where we are now in camp, waiting for the

workmen to construct a road down the steep bank. Near our

camp are several Indian camps or wigwams, in one of which

I took refuge from a heavy shower this afternoon and, in com'

pany with friend Charlie, indulged in a sound sleep.

The huts are constructed of barks placed over a lattice

framework composed of small saplings and held in their place

by a like framework over the outside. Berths are erected around

the whole interior for sleeping, the bottoms being composed

of reeds woven together and forming a very comfortable pallet.

We have seen quite a number of Indians, all Pottawatomies.

Mr. Crauson, one of our mess, purchased a horse from one of

them for which he paid $40. Distance thirteen miles.

May 25th—^Last night I watched with Sinclair. It rained

nearly the whole night and to me it was the most dreary night

that I have passed since we left the States. The rain, in spite

of all our efforts to the contrary, beat into the wagon upon the

head of our poor sufferer. To keep a fire was out of the ques'

tion, and all that could be done to relieve his wants was to

administer medicines and use encouraging words. Those who
passed the night in the tents were completely soaked with

water. When this series of rains and storms will end I know

not. It appears as if everything, even the very elements warred

against us. Our course tO'day has been uninterrupted since

we crossed the creek which was not accomplished till noon.

We are encamped convenient to wood and water. Several

Indians have been in camp and some suspicions are entertained;

a strict guard will be kept. Distance nine miles.

May 26th—Charlie watched with Sinclair last night, who
is constantly growing weaker and is admitted by the physicians

to be in imminent danger. Our course has been for the most

part over the high undulating prairie with a prospect equal, if

not superior, to anything we have yet seen. Nine miles from
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camp we crossed a small stream with steep difficult banks. The

name of the stream I did not learn, though it is probably the

one called by Bryant “Black Paint Creek,” though our route

here is not the same with the one described by him. Here we

saw several Indians returning from a hunt, fully armed, and

painted. In a large bag attached to his saddle, one carried a

live fawn, while to the other side was attached a huge turtle

by way of a balance. We reached the banks of the Vermillion

at an early hour and found seven feet of water in the stream,

with no hopes of its being fordable for several days. Our tents

were pitched, the wagons hauled to the bank of the creek, dis"

charged of their contents, and with two watertight bodies made

for such purposes, the task of ferrying all our effects was

commenced. The baggage and provisions are across and they

are now taking the wagon over. Much difficulty has been

experienced. One wagon has been carried away by the current

and has been drawni under some drift where, it is feared, it

cannot be recovered.

There are several companies encamped in our vicinity

awaiting the fall of the stream. One company from M. O. has

lost its captain by Cholera, and several others are at the point

of death. They entertain some thoughts of disbanding and

returning home. Near us are several comfortable log houses

erected by Uncle Sam for the Pottawatomies, and from’ which

they have been driven by the Pawnees. We shall enter the

territories of the latter tribe in a day or two and some fears

are entertained of trouble with them. The houses just alluded

to would afford us comfortable shelter were we inclined to

occupy them, but the fear of trouble prevents us from taking

possession. Distance thirteen miles.

May 27th—Sinclair is still weaker and I fear cannot re^

cover, though we are not without hopes of his ultimate restora^

tion to health. His attack of Cholera appears to have sub'

sided, but a frail constitution seems hardly capable of enduring

what he is passing through. The business of ferrying was

resumed at an early hour this morning and by 4 o’clock P. M.,

we were all safely over. Owing to the lateness of the hour.
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we encamped on the bank of the stream among the lofty oaks

and cotton woods with which it is lined. This stream is usually

called Little Vermillion, to distinguish it from another of the

same name in advance of us. Our patient has been suddenly

taken much worse and in all human probability will soon be

called to “That bourne from which no traveler returns.” Poor

fellow! Who that possesses a soul, can look unmoved upon

him amid his sufferings. Far from home, and the friends he

loves, with few of those kind offices which take from pain its

severest pang, his case seems truly distressing. Charlie has

been all attention to him since his first attack and, alike regard'

less of comfort or exposure, has done everything in his power

to smooth our new companion's pathway to the grave. I shall

take his place tonight in watching over his, apparently dying,

pillow.

May 28th—Our course after leaving the valley of the

Vermillion has been over the high broken prairie. At every

few miles we approach a ravine through which flows a small

stream of pure water. Whether these are lasting or not, I

cannot say, but judging from the plants growing from the

bottom of many of them and from the numerous small fish

gliding through their limpid waters, I should believe they

never fail. We passed this afternoon a long line of mounds and

cones, many of them bearing a striking resemblance to the

works of art. Some of them bear an almost exact likeness to

fortifications. The walls, angles, and bastions are perfect.

Towering high above the surrounding plain, they afford an

unbroken view of great extent.

Winding through a small hollow, we approached Rock

Creek, a beautiful stream of swift running water. Crossing this

we traveled till sunset and encamped on a dry, barren point

near good water. This dryness has been the finest we have

experienced since leaving the States, and we now begin to

indulge the hope of being able to sleep in our tents without the

probability of being afloat every night. Heretofore, the ground

has frequently been so soft that on entering our tent we have

sunk to our ankles in mud.
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Contrary to our expectations, Sinclair still lingers along,

though evidently soon destined to leave us. He seems conscious

of his situation and manifests no fear at the near approach of

death. The extremities are becoming cold and the foe is slowly

but surely creeping on to the vitals. Distance eighteen miles.

May 29th—Struck camp at an early hour and rolled over

an excellent road, through a region still more broken than that

passed through yesterday. Not a single Indian has made his

appearance since we entered the Pawnee Country. They are

unfriendly to the whites and seldom show themselves except as

enemies. Sinclair still lives, he has passed a day of suffering and

cannot, I think, survive the night. If alive, we shall remain

with him here tomorrow in our camp, Vi mile west of the

Vermillion. Distance twenty miles.

May 30th—Our company left camp this morning at an

early hour, but in accordance with our preconceived intention,

our mess,, together with No. 11, remained upon the camp

ground with our esteemed and dying messmate.

Calm and collected, he spoke of his approaching end with'

out fear or trepidation. His mental faculties were unimpaired

up to the latest moment of his life and when no longer able to

use his voice, he showed conclusively by signs and gestures that

he fully comprehended the remarks addressed to him. Grad'

ually yielding to the embrace of the monster, death, he quietly

breathed his last at four o’clock P. M., May 30th, aged 23

years. One'half mile west of the ford of the Vermillion and about

one hundred yards to the left of the road in a beautiful eleva'

tion of the prairie his grave was prepared, near that of another

which, from the defaced inscription upon the wooden cross at

the head, we learned was that of St. Louis, who died June 9th,

1864. Unable to procure other conveniences we wrapped him

in his blankets and with sorrowful hearts consigned him to the

“cold earth” there to remain till the last trumpet shall call him

forth to meet the reward of his many virtues.

He has left behind him in his former happy home beloved

friends and relatives whose hearts will be wrung with anguish

at the appalling intelligence of his untimely end. While con'
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signing him to ‘‘the last abode of the living”, the words of one

of my dearest friends were brought most vividly to mind, who
in' dissuading me from going to the shores of the Pacific, re^

marked that ‘‘California Gold would cause more bereaved

friends and relatives than the late Mexican War.” The burial

completed we hitched up and rolled till 11 o'clock at night,

when we camped for a few hours. Distance eight miles.

May 31st—Started out at an early hour and by 7 o’clock

A. M. reached the bank of the “Big Blue.” Near the river

shaded by an old oak we saw the grave of Mrs * an

aged lady, one of Bryant’s company who died in ’46. On the

opposite bank we overtook our train and after breakfasting

pursued our way over an uneven prairie for a few miles, after

which we gradually approached a fine level country where the

eye commanded a prospect of great extent, embracing several

winding streams, bordered with green trees. Mr. Dodson of

Chicago was taken sick yesterday morning with Cholera, he

had been unwell for several days and was recovering when in

consequence of imprudent exposure he was again taken down

and it is feared cannot recover. As usual we have been favored

with a copious downpouring of rain. Scarcely a day passes

in which it does not storm more or less, in consequencei of

which we are continually exposed by sleeping on the wet

ground. Distance this day twenty'eight miles.

June 1st—Left camp at an early hour with a keen south'

west wind blowing and every prospect of more rain, should it

become sufficiently warm. A more disagreeable day I have not

seen since we started. We have two more cases of Cholera

this morning. Reached a small stream, a tributary of the Blue,

late in the afternoon. Its banks are high and difficult of

passage. Encamped on a high elevation west of the stream.

Distance fifteen miles.

June 2nd—Reuben Cincannon, a teamster, died last night

of Cholera, and was buried this morning close by our camp.

We were called as usual at daybreak to make breakfast and

*Name unintelligible in original.
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prepare for rolling. We witnessed this morning almost for the

first time a clear sunrise on the plains. Not a breeze disturbed

the repose of peaceful nature. The balmy atmosphere cooled by

the shades of night and rendered fragrant by the odor of

flowers was peculiarly invigorating.

The sun at length rose in his majesty, throwing out a flood

of golden light over the boundless plain. We crossed the

Walruth* Creek this afternoon at 1 o’clock and encamped for

dinner on its bank. Mr. Bruoseur, hunter, saw an antelope but

could not obtain a shot. An accident having occurred to one of

the baggage wagons, we were detained till 7 P. M., at which

time we again rolled out of camp and proceeded over an exceb

lent dry road till 11 o’clock when we again encamped for the

night. We have several Cholera patients in camp at this time,

most of whom are in a fair way to recover. Distance twenty

miles.

June 3rd—We were called out this morning at 3 o’clock to

start on our journey and at sunrise we might be seen wending

our way over a lofty eminence just west of our camp. We
were told that we would travel a few miles and then make

breakfast; in consequence of which nothing was cooked before

our departure. Our trail was over an almost entirely level

plain, destitute of those eminences and depressions which have

hitherto characterized the greater proportion of the country

over which we have travelled. The plains seen today have been

in better unison with my previous ideas of the country. After

a few hours travel we found that the company would not come

to a halt till we reached the banks of the “Little Blue.”

To us who had eaten nothing since yesterday at 4 o’clock,

the idea of going without our breakfast was by no means agree'

able, yet there was no appeal from the decision of our Captain,

who had he been disposed could not have gratified us by stop'

ping as there was neither wood nor water to be procured. We
have seen the bones of buffaloes for the first time this morning

and are soon expecting to see the living animals. The Little

Blue is at this time considerably swollen by the late rains and

This word very doubtful but looks like Walnut (Walruth).
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presents a turbid appearance. Its width is about twenty yards

and the banks are covered by Oaks, Elms, Cottonwoods, etc.

We met a portion of the American Fur Company this

morning bound for Mo. They reported having seen a man
killed and scalped by the wayside. This is the favorite hunt-

ing ground of the Pawnees and a strict guard will be kept up.

I have been called upon and together with Charles shall take

my turn at watching. There is a Mr. Smith in camp who is

sick with Cholera and not expected to recover. This has been

the best day’s travel made since we started. Distance twenty^

five miles.

June 4th—We have been last night and this morning

tormented by clouds of beetles. They were so numerous as to

almost overpower us. Not a dish could be cooked in v/hich

they did not protrude and during a portion of the night might

continually be heard the thumping noise occasioned by hun-

dreds of them flying against the tents.* Charles took possession

of both horses this morning while I took a seat in the Carriage.

After proceeding about two miles, feeling chilly, I got out to

walk and was soon in advance of the train; feeling somewhat

exhausted after my night’s watch, I lay down to await the

coming of our carriage and was soon in a sound sleep. When
I awoke I found two hours had elapsed and our company

had passed me long since without being conscious of my
whereabouts. Knowing that I must be several miles in the

rear I struck out on foot following through the bottom and

over the bluffy points bordering on the creek. After having

travelled till the prespiration stood in big drops on my brow

and almost despairing of reaching the company, mounting a

small eminence from which was an almost impossible descent

intO’ a deep sandy ravine I looked forward and to my utter

*I remember grandfather’s telling of these beetles. The morning after

the appearance of the beetles it was his turn to prepare breakfast. The
coffee mill in which the coffee beans were ground fresh each day was
attached to the rear of their wagon. When grandfather started to grind

the coffee, he found the mill filled with dead beetles. Attempts at remov'
ing them failing, he at last poured the beans in the mill and ground up
beetles and co«ffee. He said Charlie found the coffee that morning un'

usually good and suggested that thereafter grandfather always make the

coffee.—May Searls Heuer.
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astonishment saw our team and mess in the bottom of the

valley—but in such a plight that I recognized them with the

greatest difficulty. In descending the steep declivity, the pole

strap had given way, letting the carriage forward upon the

mules. Springing forward they rolled—mules, carriage and

passengers—to the bottom of the hill. Fortunately, none of our

companions were severely injured, though the whole top and

body of the carriage were literally crushed to atoms. A more

chaotic profusion of provisions, cooking utensils, remnants of

wagon seats, covers, and curtains were never witnessed. I could

not but laugh at the ridiculous figure cut by my comrades.

Yankee sat on the ground looking for all the world as though

he would shed tears, while the squire was stamping around

among the stove baggage like a wild man. Half an hour

sufficed to store our traps and the wreck of our wagon top into

the body of the wagon. After which, all mounting, we rode

on and overtook the train, cutting very much the figure of a

Yankee peddler’s cart or an Albany beer wagon.

We encamped as usual at noon. After dinner we had a

trial of our skill in shooting. The only really good shot among

us was a gentleman from Kentucky who struck the target at

every shot at a distance of seventy yards. The trail is beginning

to be lined with the skulls of buffalo and all are stretching

their vision to catch a glimpse at the first one of that race.

Antelope and elk are seen every day, but as yet none has been

slain.

The few last hours of our journey this evening have been

over a sandy soil, full of ravines and hollows. Every variety of

mound has been seen. The soil on these is for the most part a

light sandy formation, capable of producing no great amount

of grass. I observed for the first time the cactus or prickly

pear growing in great profusion. Our course is still on the left

bank of the Blue, and I believe we follow it thirty or forty

miles farther, after which we leave it to the left and strike

for the Platte. Another of our teamsters was taken with

Cholera today at noon and is now a corpse. His name is

“Jacob” and he is from Indiana. Distance twentyTour miles.
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June 5 th—Mounted our little wagon this morning, the

box of which is completely filled with baggage over which we
threw the remains of the seat cover forming a kind of deck

over the whole. Stretched out on this, we all lay in the

boiling sun knowing it to be of little use to mourn over our

situation. We made all the fun possible and ridiculed those

who were so foolish as to be confined like wild beasts in cages,

when at one dash they could secure their freedom and enjoy

the pure air of the plains. We have a promise of repairs when

we stop for noon, but do not think we can receive any till we
reach the Platte, from the want of timber. Left the Blue this

afternoon and encamped near the pools, described by Bryant.

Found the water impure and unfit for use. Several elk have

been seen this evening but none shot. We crossed the great

southern trail of the Pawnees just before encamping, which is

the route taken by them in visiting the Comanche Country,

in quest of Buffalo or for hostile purposes. It is a broad trail

resembling in some respects several wagon roads in close

proximity. Distance twenty-one miles.

June 6th—The country has been quite level and much

more barren than any we have hitherto seen. The Bluff of the

Platte was discernible at an early hour this morning. Long

ranges of blue points were discernible above the level surface

of the plain, which gradually swelling as we approached till

they appeared united at the base presenting a pleasing relief

to the eye.

The descent to the bottom lands of the Platte is by a

gradual inclined plain, through the towering points which over-

look the whole valley for many miles. The bottom is about

three miles in width and at this time in consequence of a heavy

flood of rain received this afternoon is in many places covered

with water. Proceeding straight to the river, we encamped and

shall remain here till Friday to recruit our animals, and air

our baggage and provisions which have been damp for many

days. Distance twelve miles.

June 7th—The morning is clear and pleasant. The birds

are warbling in the shade of some lofty cottonwoods on an
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adjacent island and even the turbid waters of the Platte sparkle

and seem to rejoice in the sunbeams of the morning. The

Platte at this point is divided by several islands rendering it

impossible to estimate its width. Its depth is from one to three

feet, without any channel. Mr. Smith died last night and was

buried by his brethren of the Masonic Order, assisted by the

Odd Fellows at one o’clock P. M. this day.

We have all been employed in washing. It was my first

attempt and for the future I shall more fully appreciate the

labors of those by whom this arduous task is performed. The

skin was rubbed from my hands long before I had brought my
clothing to anything like a right appearance and after all the

result seem to be only an equalization of dirt throughout the

various articles washed.

June 8th—Our course has been up the south side of the

Platte through the bottom which extends back from the stream

to a distance of four miles. Near our last encampment we saw

several articles which had been abandoned by a pack mule

company broken up by dissension in the Company. We have

several times in this trip experienced heavy showers and once

or twice have had hail, but all the storms which I ever before

experienced were as nothing compared with one we endured

this day, just before reaching Fort Kearney. The rain fell in

torrents accompanied by a whirlwind and by hail the size of

hickory nuts. Two of our carriages were overset by the gale

and one of them crushed to atoms. Mules and loose stock were

stampeded and ran for hours. Captain Turner, who was on

horseback, was struck on the finger by a hailstone which dis'

located the joint. In the short space of ten minutes no less

than three inches of hail and rain fell. Our only course was to

turn our teams to the leeward and, in the language of the

seaman, scud before the gale. At the close of the storm, we
again got under way and reached the fort, glad to behold once

more the residence of civilized men.

Fort Kearney was selected as a location for the troops of

the United States about one year since. It stands upon a slight

eminence in the bottom nearly one mile from the river and
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is at present occupied by two hundred soldiers. The buildings,

with a single exception, are temporary structures, the walls,

composed of sods three feet square, roofed over with brush

and earth. Others are either in course of erection or about

to be so, of wood and brick. Several enclosures have been

made this spring and sowed with grain. There are no settlers

here except a family of Mormons who keep a boarding house

and with whom a large number of our men made an excellent

supper of bread, milk, fresh butter, doughnuts and all the little

et ceteras so acceptable to those precluded of them for nearly a

month. Distance twelve miles.

June 9th—We met this morning with a small company

from Arkansas who had been robbed by the Pawnees of a few

oxen. Not willing to yield their property without a struggle,

they pursued the robbers and overtook them in a deep ravine

near the bluff of the Platte. A skirmish ensued in which one

white was wounded in the leg by an arrow and five Indians

were killed, among which number was their fighting chief.

At the fort we saw a Pawnee squaw and boy who had

been taken by the troops from the Sioux into whose hands they

fell in a late battle and by whom they were about to be burnt

when rescued. After partaking of a hearty breakfast at the

Mormon house, we again took leave of civili2;ed society. Near

the fort I saw a man planting corn in the open plain. After a

few miles the road became dry and the travelling has been very

good. Distance fifteen miles.

June 10th—The sky was this morning overcast, with a

cold east wind and a fair prospect of rain. Toward noon, how'

ever, it cleared away with a pleasant southern breezie. The

Platte is at high water mark and fears are entertained of

difficulty in crossing the south fork on our arrival at that

fording. The bottom is almost entirely level with scarcely a

single ravine or slough to obstruct the travellers’ progress. We
passed through a village of Prairie Dogs this afternoon. The

first intimation which we had of our proximity to these pigmy

barkers was the observing of a small animal in the trail, bearing

a close resemblance to the rat, though considerably larger in
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size than that animal. The little wanderer had strayed too far

from home and notwithstanding the most strenuous efforts to

escape, we soon overtook and captured his dogship. Distance

fifteen miles.

June 11th—It was discovered that a mistake had been

made in the computation of the amount of flour on hand, and

that we are deficient in that article to a large amount. A
wagon has therefore been sent back to Fort Kearney for a

supply of that article. Nothing of interest has occurred to

vary the monotony of the journey. Distance sixteen miles.

June 12th—Left camp this morning with Charles and sev'

eral others in quest of game. Crossing the bottom in a southern

direction we entered the bluff through a deep ravine and passed

for several miles through its bottom, witnessing some of the

most enchanting scenery, since we came on the plains. Emerg'

ing from this we drove up several herd of antelope, but could

not get a single shot. After beating about for several hours

without meeting any further game, we turned our horses heads

campward and reached the train in Corral at 1 P. M.

Mr. Crauson, one of our mess, has been ill for several

days with bilious fever. Distance eighteen miles.

June 13th—Passed a most disagreeable night from exposure

to rain and rose this morning with a sensation of chilling. A
considerable uneasiness and discontent has prevailed among our

passengers for several days, owing in a great measure to our

slow progress. All sorts of abuse has been awarded to Captain

Turner, some blaming him for not going faster, others for

travelling at all during the continuance of the present bad state

of the roads. Our baggage train has been heavily laden and

the unprecedented rainy weather has rendered our progress

slow and toilsome. Captain Turner resolved to lighten up by

destroying everything not essential to our comfort. Liquors to a

large amount were turned out, and extra articles of various

kind broken up, after which a meeting was called in the Corral

at which Captain Turner explained his views and intentions,

at the same time, requesting each mess to carry their bedding

in their carriage till our arrival at Fort Laramie, from which
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point it is probable we may pack through, leaving the baggage

to come on at leisure. Captain Turner’s request was cheerfully

acceded to and from the spirit manifested it is probable he will

be sustained by the great majority of the company. Owing to

this delay, we did not get under way till late in the evening.

Distance five miles.

June 14th—This morning passed several lofty bluffs on the

left, two of which, in company with Charles, I ascended and

had a fine view of the Valley of the Platte. An attempt was

made by the Indians last night to stampede our animals but

without success. Distance fifteen miles.

June 15th—Reached the forks of Platte about 10 A. M.
and kept up south side of south fork. Ascended a beautiful

eminence near the river and engraved our names together with

those of our friends upon the hard chalky earth.

At noon a halt was called for the day to await the arrival

of the wagon sent to the Fort for provisions. While remaining

here we concluded to go into the bluffs in quest of buffalo and

while out an accident occurred which will in all probability

result in the loss of our most valued horse. We caught sight

of an enormous wolf and were all dismounted and loading our

guns when by the accidental dischal^e of a rifle in the hands

of a passenger, Jo was shot in the hip and will, as I think, die

of the wound, or be rendered incapable of travelling, in which

case we shall shoot him to prevent his destruction by the

wolves. To add to our mortification and sorrow at the loss of

our horse, eight fine buffalo made their appearance on the plain

a short time afterward. Three of them were killed, but neither

Charles or I took any part in the chase. Distance seven miles.

June 16th—Our horse is so much better this morning

than we expected that we begin to think he will stand it to

travel along with the train. We shall proceed to the upper

fork of south fork before crossing. Distance twenty^three miles.

June 17th—The South Fork presents much the same ap-

pearance as the main Platte, grass is becoming short and coun'

try more barren. We saw four buffalo crossing the bottom
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towards the hills about noon and in company with Dr. Spears,

I immediately commenced a pursuit and were soon alongside

of our game. After discharging the contents of my rifle into

the body of one of them without bringing him down, I dropped

the gun and advanced on him again with a large rifle pistol.

Owing to the largeness of the percussion cap it slipped from the

tube and my pistol missed fire. Both of the Doctor’s holsters

also missed, and, after running for some distance, we finally

gave up the chase. Returning to near the spot where I sup-

posed I had left the gun, I searched in vain for it and was at

length compelled to return to camp, minus buffalo and minus

gun. What added to the loss was the circumstance of its being

a borrowed piece. A couple of antelope were shot this evening

and the flesh is very nice eating, somewhat resembling venison.

Jo still travels along and appears to be doing well.

Crauson was taken with severe pain in the legs and arms today

almost depriving him of their use and resembling in some degree

a paralytic stroke. Distance twenty-two miles.

June 18th—Passed the ford at which Bryant crossed in

’forty, near which is an excellent spring of chalybeate water.

Saw the dead body of an Indian deposited in a tree near the

river. Reached the ford a little before sunset and encamped

for the night. Some of the passengers ran down and shot a

fine fat ox near camp, which they found several miles off. The

beef is delicious. Distance twenty-one miles.

June 19th—The river at the ferry is about twelve rods in

width without any particular channel and at the usual state of

water from two to three feet deep. Several Sioux Indians were

in camp last evening and appeared friendly. They have lately

conducted a fortunate hostile expedition against the Pawnees.

Two miles from our camp, I visited the sepulchre of a Sioux

warrior and chief. It consisted of a large tent formed of

buffalo skins dressed, supported by poles meeting at the apex;

in this tent on an elevated bed of wicker work lay the remains

of the dead. By his side were his bow and arrow, tobacco,

pipe, etc. Immediately under this was the body of another,

probably that of his squaw. We also saw near this spot a dead
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body enveloped in skins and placed in a small wooden frame

elevated in a lofty tree. Fording commenced early in the

morning and without serious mishap was concluded at 1 1 A. M.
Mr. Crauson, whose fever has nearly left him has been laboring

under a nervous excitement for some time nearly resembling

paralysis, and this morning is much worse, being delirious most

of the time. All medicines appear to fail in having the desired

effect. There are strong indications of congestion of the brain.

At 2 o’clock we left our camp on the river bank, expecting to

reach “North Fork” this evening but were detained by a

shower which rendered the trail so slippery that the anticipated

descent into “Ash Hollow” was deemed impracticable. We
accordingly diverged to the right near the bluff at North

Fork to seek a more favorable descent, and encamped for the

night two miles from the main road. Near us is a pool of

stagnant water, the only one to be obtained in our vicinity.

Distance ten miles.

June 20th—^Mr. Crauson died last night at 8 o’clock. His

death was probably occasioned by congestion of the brain.

This is the second member of our mess who has been called

away by the hand of death. His grave was opened a little to

the left of the trail by which we entered Ash Hollow and

about two miles from the usual descent into the valley. His

grave is about Vi of a mile from the bluff upon a very striking

eminence in the plain. May he rest in peace in this, his solitary

place of interment. We left camp and descending into the

valley rested till 1 o’clock, then resumed the march. The lofty

banks on either side of the Valley are surmounted by a few

scattering cedars and in the bottom are a number of ashes,

which have given name to the pass. A stream runs through its

whole length at high water, but it is now lost in the sand in

the lower part. Near its mouth is a copious spring of good

water. The North Fork presents much the same appearance as

the South, except that it is larger and its waters are clearer.

Distance thirteen miles.

June 21st—^The roads have been heavy and the weather

sultry. The bluffs present many fine points for observation.
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They are principally barren rock, being composed of soft sand'

stone. Distance eighteen miles.

June 22nd—We have been annoyed several days with

mosquitoes, but until last night were enabled to battle them

with some success. They came, however, with the twilight of

last evening in myriads, falling like famished tigers upon

their prey. A smoke was raised in our tent which for a short

period drove them back, but after a pause of a few moments

they returned to the charge with renewed vigor. To resist

these small shedders of human blood was out of the question.

All that could be done was to yield in quiet submission to our

fate. Many a hero renowned in history has won his laurels

with the loss of less blood than was shed by each of us during

this eventful night. We are told we may expect plenty of such

martyrdoms for the next two months.

The day has been excessively warm, though alleviated by a

cooling breeze about noon.

Our wounded horse, which we have brought along till

this morning, was so much worse as to be unable to travel and

was left at the encampment. To thus abandon an animal that

had faithfully served us to the best of his powers, seemed really

cruel, but it was the best we could do. The road has been

much better than yesterday and grass more abundant. A few

cedars were discernable on the bluffs on the left, the only

timber we had seen since entering the Valley. Near our camp

is a spring flowing from the head of a ravine and affording a

bountiful supply of excellent water. Distance eighteen miles.

June 23rd—The weather for the last few days has been

sultry and the roads every dusty. We have been on the look'

out since yesterday noon for a view of the “Chimney Rock’'

but owing to the haziness of the atmosphere it was to us

invisible till late this morning when we discerned it at the

distance of twenty'five miles. When first seen it resembled in a

high degree a shot tower, but as we approached nearer, its

base appeared gradually enlarging till it seemed like a pyramid.

Encamped at noon just opposite the “Court House’’ (a vast

remnant of the crumbling bluff), resembling very much the
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Court House in St. Louis, Mo. Its height is about two hun-

dred feet and is accessible to the top of the dome. We have

passed several trains this evening and are encamped three miles

from “Chimney Rock.” Distance twenty-four miles.

June 24th—This being the Sabbath, it was resolved to

remain in camp till evening to rest ourselves and animals. Not-

withstanding the extreme heat of the day, we determined to

visit “Chimney Rock” situated three miles from our camp.

Saddling our horse to ride in case of becoming fatigued with

walking, we set out at 11 A. M. The base of this wonderful

object is conical, about one mile in circumference, and so

precipitate as to be scarcely accessible. Its height we judged to

be about one hundred and fifty feet. From the summit of this

cone, the column or Chimney extends upward to an equal

height with the cone. Its diameter though, when seen at a

distance or from the plain, appears to be not over a few feet,

yet when measured proves to be some fifty feet. It is wholly

composed of soft sandstone which, yielding to the action of the

atmosphere, is gradually decaying and will soon wholly dis-

appear. Our guide informs me that when first visited by him

its height was much greater than at present, and that when

this region was first visited by the whites it was discernible

from the bluff near Ash Hollow, a distance of nearly seventy-

five miles. The whole surface of the rock is covered with the

names of individuals who have ascended it for the last few

years. Descending from the rock we struck off in an easterly

direction to an encampment situated about of a mile, near

which was a spring bubbling forth from the bottom of a

ravine, among a few starved cedars. Its temporature was al-

most that of the free2;ing point. After the fatigues of walking,

it was with an efFort that we restrained ourselves from par-

taking too largely of this delicious beverage. After resting a

short time, we returned to camp well paid for the toils of the

morning. Left camp at 4 P. M. and traveled till 8, passing

the four picturesque bluffs described by Bryant. From these,

Scotts Bluff, twenty miles distant, was a plain sight and

appeared to be but a few miles ahead. Distance twelve miles.
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June 25th—Slept for the second time in the open air and

find it much more agreeable than the confined atmosphere of our

tent. Scotts Bluff, like many others which we have passed, is

an isolated pile of rocks, resembling on a magnified scale, a

combination of all the different styles of architecture. When
seen in the distance, it bears a good resemblance to an ancient

castle of the feudal times. The stinted trees upon its brow

looking like armed men on the battlement. This monument of

nature has its name from Scott, a distinguished mountaineer

who was while sick abandoned by his companions near this

bluff, to which point he craweled and died, where his remains

were found the following year by a party of traders. These

events occurred long since.

The trail leaves the bluffs to the right and, after passing

over a succession of long levels and gradual swells, we ap'

proached the Bluff on the left and crossed a precipitate ravine,

in the bottom of which gushed forth an abundant supply of

pure water. Passing on one-half a mile we encamped near

another ravine close by another equally good spring, with

plenty of wood for cooking purposes skirting the bluffs. Near

this is the house of a Mr. Rubudone, a Canadian Frenchman,

who has a native wife. Keeps a grocery and a blacksmith shop.

Ascending the range of hills to the west, we obtained from the

summit our first view of the Rocky Mountains. Laramie Peak,

and the Black Hills were distinctly visible and far in the back-

ground a long line of blue was just perceptible, disclosing to

us the lofty ridge of those barren rocks of which we have so

often read. Our intention was to reach Horse Creek this

evening, but being belated we encamped a few miles short of

that point. Distance twenty-three miles.

June 26th—Crossed Horse Creek this morning and struck

the Platte towards noon. A few cottonwoods skirt the stream

and small pines cover the brows of the surrounding hills.

Heavy showers have passed around us, though in our vicinity

we have had but a slight fall. Encamped this evening on the

river and expect to reach Fort Laramie tomorrow where we
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shall probably remain for a few days to make arrangements

for the remainder of the journey. Distance twenty'five miles.

June 27th—The bluffs at several places extend to the very

bank of the river and at others fall off leaving broad level

bottoms of barren sand. The whole country is desolate and

rugged presenting few attractions to the traveller. Laramies

Fork, which stream we crossed one mile below the Fort, is a

swift running stream with about three feet of water. Fort

Laramie stands on the north side of Laramies Fork, a few rods

from the stream and one mile south of the Platte. The Fort is

constructed of adobes, the various buildings being built arormd

an open Court, of about oneTourth square mile or less* area.

The buildings are all flat^roofed and covered with earth in the

Mexican style. The principal entrance is on the sidfe facing

the river. The establishment formerly belonged to the “Amer^

ican Fur Company” but has just been sold to the government

for the sum of 1000 dollars, possession to be given tomorrow.

The Oregon battalion is now encamped near the Fort.

This is the point at which many of the emigrants change other

modes of conveyance for pack animals. Wagons are being

burnt or sold at prices varying from twenty^five cents to

thirty dollars. Articles of almost every description are aban-*

doned on the road. Captain Turner has purchased several

light wagons and the heavy ones composing our baggage train

will be abandoned.

Provisions for sixty days are to be taken and we are

promised that within that time we shall reach Sutter’s Fort.

We shall probably leave tomorrow evening. Distance twelve

miles.

June 28th—Still in camp and shall remain to weigh out

provisions for sixty days, the length of time which it is now

supposed we shall consume in completing the trip.

Baggage of various kinds has been destroyed and addi'

tional mules will be hitched to some of the carriages, so that we

live in hope of making better progress for the future. The

country around us presents a dreary desolate appearance. The

*Can hardly be deciphered.
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grass being parched with drought. Our camp is about forty

rods from Laramies Fork, a swift running stream affording

good pure water for cooking purposes. I bathed in the stream

and found the effects beneficial. From this point we have

written to our friends and may not again enjoy the same

opportunity before the end of our journey.

June 29th—Our tents were all left this morning, or dis-

posed of, and for the future we shall sleep in the open air.

We took the middle road as it was termed and, after traveling

some eight miles bver high rolling ground, we reached a more

level country. Encamped for noon at “Warm Spring” twelve

miles from Laramies. The spring flows from the base of a high

bluff in quantity almost sufficient to turn a mill. Its waters,

though not cold, are not warm enough to entitle them to the

appellation of “Warm Springs”. We used of it for drinking

and found its temperature about the same as that of the

Platte. We frequently meet with emigrants returning home,

even after having reached nearly to the South Pass. Some are

deterred by sickness or accident from proceeding farther,

others by the reports of the poor feed for stock in the moun-

tains. It was but this morning that I met with an old ac-

quaintance from Lafayette County, Mo., returning to Laramie

under the most painful circumstances. A pack horse which

had turned his pack and escaped from his owner, ran among

their oxen while under headway and stampeded them. They

ran with the wagons several miles and ran over three of the

company, namely, Henry Bledsoe, James Walton and Thomas

Seawell. The former two were so badly injured as to render

their recovery hopeless, and my friend Clinton Bledsoe was

returning to leave them at the hospital when I saw them. I

understood he intended coming on to join his company, a por-

tion of which we passed just before coming into camp for the

night. They were on the ground where the accident occurred

and being acquainted with them all, I stopped and conversed

some time. The country through which we have passed has

been for the most part more broken and covered with scat-

tered trees, mostly small pines and cedars. Our camp is near a
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small creek, the name of which I have not learned. Near us is

the Wellington, Mo. Company, or a portion of it. One of

their number shot a mountain sheep, the first killed, to my
knowledge, on the route. Distance twenty miles.

June 30th—Notwithstanding we are in the dry region,

we have had a heav>'^ dew by which our blankets were ren'

dered quite wet. Sleeping on the ground when the atmos'

phere is perfectly free from sensible moisture is pleasant and

invigorating, but under all circumstances I think it somewhat

dangerous. Yet we are compelled to do it. Our course was

nearly North a portion of the morning till we reached the

Valley of the Platte. Keeping several miles from the stream

we wound among low eminences covered with a profusion of

“wild sage,” crossing several small creeks and the dry beds of

others, over which from the appearance large quantities of

water are poured during the wet season. Encamped for noon

on the west bank of Horse Shoe Creek.

The day has been hot and the dust almost suffocating. A
slight shower sufficed to cool the atmosphere and lay the dust;

while on the mountain to our left a heavy storm caused the

torrents to come tumbling down the precipices, filling every

slough and ravine to overflowing in the space of a few minutes,

rendering our progress almost impossible. We reached the

bank of the Platte and are again encamped on its shore.

Grass is become very scarce. Distance twentyffive miles.

July 1st—After passing for several miles up the river, we

again wound among the hills, ascending by an ascent of nearly

two miles along irregular hill. Here we obtained a perfect

view of Laramie or James Peak. It appears when viewed

through a telescope as a huge mass of irregular rocks, entirely

barren. Encamped for noon on a barren ridge with a ravine

containing feed and water to the left. Owing to an accident

to one of the wagons we did not leave till late in the evening.

Encamped for the night on the level plain. Distance sixteen

miles.

July 2nd—After descending for several miles, we struck a

valley containing good water but destitute of vegetation. After
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travelling a few miles farther through a country covered with

wild sage, we reached Lafonte Creek and encamped near its

western bank. Our evening’s march has been the most toilsome

to our mules of any for several days. Our course has been

through the very heart of the Black Hills. A continual succes'

sion of high broken hills has surrounded us during the whole

time. Ascending one eminence we but gained sight of another

more lofty. Our aim was to reach Plumb Creek, but owing to

the lateness of the hour we encamped in a beautiful basin sur^

rounded on all sides by high peaks. An abundant spring of

good water supplied us with that indispensable article. This

vicinity is well supplied with good springs, much better than

from all accounts we were led to believe. Game appears abun^

dant, such as antelopes, deer, mountain sheep, etc. Game,

however, has not sufficient attractions to allure us out very

often, being too much fatigued with traveling to devote any

great portion of time to the pleasures of the chase. Distance

twenty'four miles.

July 3rd—Not a particle of grass has been perceptible for

the greater part of the way. The scanty supply afforded by

nature has ben nipped to the very earth by the trains in ad-

vance of us. We were fortunate in not reaching our antici-

pated camping ground last night, as not a vestige of vegetation

is left within several miles of its bank. We hear of many

horses and mules being poisoned by feeding upon some herb,

but what it is or what the nature of the poison is I have not

been able to learn. Clouds of dust have enveloped us during

the day; at times these clouds, raised by the forward wagons

and blown by the wind back upon us, were almost suffocating.

The scenery has been about the same as on several preceding

days—unlike the rich luxuriant soil over which we passed

during the fore part of the journey, we are greeted on all

sides by arid plains and sterile mountains. To render it sus-

ceptible of producing anything as an agricultural district except

in a few places, will ever be impossible. Entire desolation must

ever reign over a large share of these extensive plains.
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Reached the Platte towards evening and now appear to

have passed the “Black Hills.” Proceeding some four miles up

the river, we encamped on the east bank of Deer Creek. The

grass is all consumed in our vicinity and the mules have been

sent seven miles up the creek where it is said there is good

feed. The river at this point is from ten to twelve feet and

can only be crossed by ferrying.

Emigrants are crossing from a short distance below us to

a point thirty miles above, at every place practicable. The

usual method is to prepare some two or three “Dug Outs”, pin

them together by means of cross timbers, thus forming a kind

of scow capable of carrying a wagon. The builders, after

crossing, sell out to some other company who, in turn do the

same to a succeeding one. Our Company has purchased two

of these rude machines, one near us and one two miles below.

The carriages will proceed to the lower ferry in the morning

and cross, while the baggage train does the same here. By thus

passing over at once, we hope to steal a march on a large por^

tion of those waiting on the south bank. The number of which

within thirty miles is estimated even as high as two thousand

wagons. The Oregon battalion with a train of four hundred

wagons is encamped seven miles above us. Their numbers have

been much reduced by desertion, since leaving Leavenworth.

From the bank of the creek some of the messes procured a

supply of coal which when ignited -seemed to burn freely.

We shall ferry the river tomorrow and also endeavor to

exhibit our patriotism in some degree, sufficient at least to

show we have not forgotten the “Glorious 4th.” Distance

twenty^three miles.

July 4th—The day was ushered in by the discharge of fire

arms in all directions. Every one was astir betimes and for all

I could see the hurrahing was very much the same as in the

States. After breakfast we hitched up and rolled down to the

ferry, but had to wait till 1 o’clock P. M. before the boat was

at liberty. Charles improved the time by preparing a 4th of

July dinner. Fresh fish, peach pies, etc., were among the con^

stituents of the repast. At 1 o’clock the cloth was laid—^Yes,
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Cloth, for this time we spread a large piece of canvas upon

the ground upon which we placed our dinner. If the viands

were not equally rich with those enjoyed by our friends in

the States, they were at least enjoyed with quite as much zest.

We have passed the day with reading, chatting, feasting and

telling stories. The wagons were not all passed over till 11

o’clock at night, but was at last completed without any acci'

dent, though we were near being sunk by overloading the boat

with passengers. The celebration was continued by a few till

near morning.

July 5th—Frost was perceptible this morning on our

blankets. The days were uncomfortably hot, but towards

evening a cooling breeze usually succeeds from the West,

bringing down the cool atmosphere of the mountain, and by

midnight the air is almost unsupportably chilly. Gaming has

prevailed to a large extent among our passengers for the last

few days. The novelty of the trip appears to have worn away,

and now many of us long for excitement of some kind and to

those who indulge in games of chance, play appears the most

natural resort. Large sums are staked and lost. The winners

of yesterday become the losers of today.

Our animals were grazed on Deer Creek several miles from

the river and were not brought down till near evening. In

crossing the river with them an accident occurred which came

near proving fatal to the life of “Chihuahua Bob,” a teamster.

He was thrown from a horse while swimming the river and

was only saved by being taken from the water in a drowning

state by Mr. Wolfe, a passenger. Left camp near evening, the

baggage train preceding us by an hour. The road was near the

river through heavy sand. The soil is even more barren than

on the southern shore. Along the river the sand is driven by

the wind forming in places large drifts. Farther back a few

stinted sage bushes and cactus cover the high hills while the

ravines are covered with short parched grass. Encamped on the

river bank. Distance eight miles.

July 6th—Our horse having had no grass last night, I

started this morning in quest of grass. Preceding the train for
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several miles, I wound among the hills on the right of the road,

crossing a succession of barren ridges and dry ravines. At
length I reached a small vale, the bosom of which covered with

green grass and some scattered sage, presented a pleasing con'

trast to the sterility of the surrounding waste. Disengaging

Major from his saddle and bridle, I left him feeding with

avidity upon the fresh herbage and threw myself upon the

ground to indulge in meditation. This, thought I, is an oasis in

the desert upon which the weary wanderer casts his longing

eye with kindlings of joy. Here he may refresh himself and

his beast after a day spent in toiling over the yielding sands

of this arid region—it is literally one of the Green Spots of

earth—to which he may revert with joy in future days. But

soon my mind had wandered from the shores of the Platte and

was revealing in the scenes of childhood and home. Home!!

How many associations are now called up by that one word.

Yet how many long, long days must elapse before I again

return to enjoy the blessings of that home and the thought

will sometimes obtrude that I may never more behold the

much loved ones in that distant land. After waiting a couple

of hours, I again struck out, keeping nearly a western course

over a high ridge upon which were some antelope quietly feed'

ing upon the scattered blades of grass, which covered its brow.

Alarmed at my approach, they fled a short distance and turned

to ga2;e upon my departing footsteps. Reaching the river, near

a grove of timber, I waited the arrival of the train which I

learned was still several miles behind. They encamped before

reaching me and, not wishing to return, I took dinner with a

small company from Mich. The heat being intense, our com'

pany lay by till near night and did not arrive at the point

where I was awaiting them till about sunset. A division of

the ‘'Oregon Battalion” came up this evening and I rode for

some distance in their company. The regiment has been fear'

fully reduced by desertion since leaving the Platte. The mania

for going to California has sei2;ed the soldiers and they leave

in squads of from ten to twelve, taking with them their horses,

arms, and provisions. A laughable story was told me of their
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treatment of an individual who was caught meddling with the

soldiers. Let this suffice to cause its remembrance. We did not

encamp till 9 or 10 o’clock, but toiled on through a cloud of

dust. The full moon made it sufficiently light. Distance sixteen

miles.

July 7th—Another day of wind and dust has succeeded.

Owing to the sandy roads, we rolled only a few hours before

encamping. Corralled in the river bottom opposite a small

island. Upon examination the grass was found good upon this

island and the mules were swum over and it was further

resolved to remain here till tomorrow in order to recruit them

after their fast. Charles caught some fish this evening, upon

which we made an excellent supper. Distance eight miles.

July 8th—It was late before the mules were all crossed to

the main shore this morning. Considerable difficulty was ex'

perienced in compelling them to take to the water and one was

drowned, the first one lost since leaving the States.

The waters of the Platte are here very cold and have a

strong taste of alkali. Yesterday we passed several places

where water had evaporated, leaving a thick crust of impure

saleratus. From one of these places we gathered a small quan'

tity to be used in cooking. We are now as anxious for rain

as we were some weeks since for dry weather.

Leaving the Platte we ascended a long hill and for a few

miles wound among the barren hills, after which we again

descended into the bottom. Clouds of dust enveloped the train

almost suffocating both man and beast. A strong southwest

wind blew the hot sand into our faces until to bear up under

its scorching influence was almost impossible. After buffeting

with this American sirocco for several hours, we encamped

nearly one mile from the river at the point where it finally

leaves the stream. Near sunset, the wind having abated, we
rolled out of camp, prepared for a journey of 26 miles without

wood or water. The evening air was cool and exhilarating and

we continued our march over an excellent hard road till 11

P. M. Distance twenty miles.
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July 9th—With early dawn we left camp, pushing ahead

with all practicable speed in order to reach, if possible. Willow

Spring before encamping. With the advancing sun came the

same scorching heat that we had experienced for weeks. I fell

in company this morning with a Mr. Fox who was scalped by

the Indians last summer on the Arkansas River. He was also

pierced in several places with spears and left for dead. As

might be supposed he is no friend of the natives. One of our

passengers shot a blacktailed deer in the bluffs and several of

us went out and brought in the meat.

Passed the Sulphur Springs and encamped for noon in a

small valley through which ran a small stream of water highly

impregnated with sulphur, carbonate of soda, etc. After rest'

ing a few hours we rolled on three miles to Willow Springs

and encamped for the night. The spring or springs, for there

are several, rise in a small valley and throw off a creek of

considerable magnitude. The waters are among the best with

which we have met since leaving home. The stream is

fringed with Willows, Alders, and Witch-hazel. A number

of companies are encamped in our vicinity, in one of which

are several Ladies. We were treated this evening to a vocal

concert from them which was really entertaining. Distance

fifteen miles.

July 10th—Our animals were almost wholly without grass

last night. Great anxiety prevails among the passengers on

account of our slow progress. The mules are evidently too

heavily laden still, and are failing under their hard fare. It is

now becoming a serious question how we shall get through.

All are of opinion that under our present organization and

with our present loads we cannot accomplish the journey.

Something must be done to relieve us from our present

uncomfortable position or we shall soon be compelled to dis-

band and proceed as best we can.

The only feasible plan appears to be, to destroy baggage.

Our wagon masters say that unless this or some other plan is

devised they shall leave the train and push on. A number of
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passengers are preparing to do the same. We rolled over the

main trail for almost eleven miles when we struck a small

creek, a tributary of the Sweet Water, which creek we followed

for the purpose of finding grass. Encamped on its western bank

for the night. The road for several days’ journey has been

strewn with dead oxen, some of them have no doubt been

poisoned by the impregnated water, but most of them have died

with fatigue and heat. In one place was passed eight in a

single heap. It was remarked, that a blind man might find his

way by the odor of dead oxen. Distance eleven miles.

July 11th—Pursuing our way this morning for an hour or

two, we reached the Valley of the Sweet'water, into which

we passed between high rocky bluffs. From the foot of one of

these bubbles a plenteous supply of fine water. Good grass was

found in the valley and here it was resolved to stop and try to

devise some plan for bettering our condition. A meeting was

called and a committee appointed to take into consideration our

situation and draft such resolutions as might be thought ad'

visable under the circumstances. After an absence of a couple

of hours they returned and the meeting, being called to order

and Col. Rumsey in the chair, resolutions to the following effect

were offered: That the baggage of each passenger be reduced

to seventy'five pounds, including arms, ammunition, bedding,

etc.; that the number of passenger carriages be reduced to

twelve; that a committee of five be appointed to associate with

Captain Turner in taking supervision of the train and recom'

mending such measures as they from time to time may think

proper; that Mr. Campbell be allowed four mules of his present

team and withdraw from the train. After due deliberation,

these resolutions were all passed in the affirmative. By the

reduction of baggage and wagons hereby provided for, it is

computed our baggage train will be relieved of twenty'three

thousand pounds weight. Tomorrow, our baggage will all be

overhauled and weighed and the excess over seventy'five

pounds destroyed. The Sweetwater is only three or four rods

in width and from two to four feet deep. The water is clear

and cool enough for ordinary purposes. Distance four miles.
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July 12th—The sacking of baggage commenced this morn^

ing at sunrise and was continued till late in the day. Trunks

were opened, their contents scattered on the ground. The most

choice articles packed in bags and the residue left in confusion

upon the ground, or carried off by immigrants encamped around

us. Gold was here, merchandise: law and medical libraries,

articles of clothing of every description. Ammunition, etc.,*

were abandoned by their possessors. Our teamsters and Mexican

herdsmen were soon arrayed in the cast off finery of their

unfortunate fellow travelers. I could not but observe the dif'

ference of taste between Mexicans and Americans, the latter

preferring substantial lasting articles while the former showed

their inordinate love of dress by arraying themselves in fine

shirts with linen bosoms and other garments of a corresponding

character. To look upon the profuse destruction of property

was enough to cause a sigh. Yet under the existing circum-

stances, it appears to be the only method. Took dinner with a

company from Iowa, encamped a few rods from us and made

a good meal. Some of our passengers discovered what appeared

to be gold at the base of the mountain a few rods from camp.

It appeared to have all the properties of gold and stood the

tests usually applied to that metal. I have no doubt but the

precious metal will soon be found on this side of the Rocky

Mountains. By the arrangements of the Committee, our car-

riage was one of those destined to be left, but other means for

our conveyance not being in readiness, it was decided for us to

take it along till tomorrow. We left the scene of destruction a

little after sunset and rolled till within two miles of “Inde-

pendence Rock," when we encamped. Distance six miles.

*A story often told me by my grandfather in connection with this

abandoning of ammunition. Thinking it would be a great lark tO' have

some fireworks, he and his chums laid a train of powder on the plain

and after dark, set it off. The result was most spectacular but quite

unforeseen. The tremendous glare frightened the stock who promptly

stampeded and many were lost or injured and much delay and extra

work encountered. After the stock had been recruited, a committee was
appointed to investigate the act and punish the offenders. The head of

this committee was Niles Searls. Oddly enough in spite of hours of in-

vestigation, the offenders were never discovered nor punishment ad-

ministered!—May Searls Heuer.
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July 13th—We find the hours allotted to sleep barely

sufficient to satisfy nature. This morning we did not awake

till the mules were nearly harnessed and then only on being

aroused by a fellow passenger. Proceeding on foot, I reached

the rock in advance of the train and taking a deep crevice in

the southern side of the rock for my path, I soon toiled up to

the top of this celebrated mass of solid stone and stood with

pride upon the spot, years before consecrated to the birth of

our National Independence. The rock is nearly a mile in

circumference, of an oblong shape, about one hundred feet in

height, with a depression in the summit near the center, or

rather it resembles two huge mountains thrown together. When
seen in the distance it was compared by some of our boys to

three elephants lying together, and as, I thought, not inappro-

priately. The rock lies not over two or three rods from the

northern bank of the river. We forded the stream just below

the rock, though there is a trail continuing up the north side.

Five miles above the rock, we approached what is termed the

’’Devil’s Gate,” a fissure through the mountain, with perpen'

dicular walls on each side of four hundred feet in height; its

width is not over thirty feet. The Sweetwater passes through

this aperture. It is truly a singular point. How formed or

when is a mystery! The mountains on the right are rocky,

barren and precipitous. On the left they are less precipitous

and in many places covered with timber. The valley is from

three to six miles wide and the river, for a mountain stream,

is extremely serpentine in its course. We crossed two small

creeks in the course of the day and encamped on the western

bank of the last of them for the night. Distance fifteen miles.

July 14th—Our wagon was abandoned yesterday and a

larger one, formerly appropriated to baggage, given to ten of

us in its stead. Our mess is, therefore, made up of ten, viz.,

Mr. Collin, Pearks, Brogden, Mulford, Hutton, Roger, Gouth,

Bierce, and Ware. We have united of our own free will and

hope to have a pleasant time together. The road has been

heavy and the atmosphere as usual has been sultry. Reached

the bank of Bitter Cottonwood Creek and encamped for the
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night. Near us is a train from Buffalo, N. Y., who are engaged

in preparing pack saddles for packing. One of our mess has

been out all day in quest of game but returned this evening

without having been successful. Distance fifteen miles.

July 1 5th—Crossing the stream, we took a faint trail leading

to the right and crossed the river, keeping up its northern side

in preference to keeping the old route, which leaves the river

to the right and follows a valley some distance from the river.

We soon passed between two high mountains and again entered

the bottom, soon after which we again crossed over to the

south side and kept near the bank. This road, though new, is

said to be much shorter and the grass is good. The sun shone

through the middle of the day with intense heat. We have

crossed the Sweetwater five times during the march. Encamped

on its northern bank some sixty mile east of the “Pass.” Dis'

tance seventeen miles.

July 16th—We resumed the march long before sunrise,

owing to having a march upwards of twenty miles without

grass or water and in order to get in advance of some two

hundred wagons encamped in our vicinity. The morning was

cloudy and had we been in any other country but this, it

would have rained long before noon, but here it can only rain

after a gigantic effort. By eight o’clock we reached one of the

greatest curiosities witnessed during our journey. Situated in a

narrow vale of several miles in extent is a strip of porous earth,

through which on digging to the depth of six inches may be

found a layer of solid ice. In some spots it is covered with

water, but in most parts the turf may be removed and the ice

cut out entirely free from water. The earth throughout the

vale is strongly impregnated with alkali, rendering the water

almost as unpalatable as lye. Yet the ice appears free from all

impregnation of this kind. That ice should be found thus

imbedded in the earth in mid'summer with the thermometer

ranging from seventy to eighty, or even higher, is truly strange.

Many theories were offered as causing it but none appeared

entirely satisfactory.
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The Mormons have named this place “Ice Spring.” We
stopped here two hours to rest the mules and then came for^

ward to camp on the Sweetwater at the point where the trail

crosses the river. We have had a light sprinkling of rain during

the evening, but not enough to lay the dust. Distance seventeen

miles.

July 17th—Mr. McCollom, one of our mess, has been

quite unwell for several days and this morning had a high

fever accompanied with bowel complaint. Dr. Spears, the

physician whom he was desirous of consulting being attendant

on a patient in Pomenoy’s train, two miles in our rear, I rode

back for him. We did not overtake the train till noon and then

found them on the river. The stream is daily becoming more

rapid and clear. Near us were several wagons abandoned by

Government. Some of these we used for fuel. In the course

of this evening we have crossed a spur of the mountain, in

doing which we ascended two hills, one of two and the other

of three miles in length. The mountains around us are less

rocky than farther down the river.

We have passed several small springs during the day, and

one or two places where the water had settled in hollows form'

ing small lakes. Distance eighteen miles.

July 18th—McCollom was somewhat better this morning,

though still quite unwell and unable to sit up. We have crossed

two or three small branches of the Sweetwater during the day.

In the Valley of Wind River we found a vast bank of snow

some eight feet deep, and here we indulged in a game of snow

balling. The “Wind River Mountains” are apparently about

twenty miles from us on the right and to the west. Their

tops are covered with snow. We are now encamped twelve

miles from the pass in the Valley of the west branch of the

Sweetwater. Distance sixteen miles.

July 19th—Ascending a steep bluff, we found an excellent

road gradually ascending towards the pass with broad level

inclined plains on either hand extending several miles. On the

left is a range of regular hills surmounted by several cones and

structures resembling the design of art. On the right the cloud
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capped mountains raise their snow peaks heavenward. As we
approach the summit the passage gradually becomes compressed

and nearer Pacific Spring, it is quite narrow.

The summit for several miles is covered with gentle un^

dulations so that the exact point of division is not accurately

defined. In leaving this point and descending to the west, it

seemed like abandoning the world and all of interest it con-

tained with prospects exceedingly dubious. Pacific Spring, three

miles west of the pass, is a large fountain, or rather two of

them. The lower one is the principal spring and throws off a

large quantity of good water. This is the fountain head of the

Colorado River, emptying into the gulf of California, though

for some distance it is known by the name of Green River.

Encamped for noon nearly a mile from the spring with

very poor grass. For nearly a mile from the spring there is a

boggy marsh inaccessible for animals but passable in most places

for foot passengers. In wandering over this we found a little

above camp and near the center of the marsh, a spring of

water of the temperature of ice boiling up from the earth.

From the coldness of the water and the similarity of the ground

to that around the Ice Spring, passed a few days since, many

are of opinion that ice may be found here. Our road this

evening has been slightly descending and as smooth as any in

the United States. It is with difficulty that the mind is brought

to realize when beholding these excellent thoroughfares, that it

is actually in the surface of the topmost peaks of the Rocky

Mountains. Encamped ten miles from Pacific Spring on the

“Dry Sandy,” a beautiful stream without any water except

what was obtained by digging wells in the dry sand composing

the bed of the stream. Distance twenty-two miles.

July 20th—On our right are the elevated peaks of the

mountains, extending to the northwest as far as the eye can

reach. Irregular and jagged in their structure the imagination

easily converts their points and angles into Citadels, Towers,

Castles, Pyramids and Arches. On the left is a broad plain

surmounted by a few prominent buttes, near some of which

we have passed. Ten miles from camp we crossed Little Sandy,
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a fine cold stream running to the southwest. Here we encamped

for noon, but found little or no feed. We are on a barren

desert. Everything is parched. The wild sage and grease wood

(artamosia) being the only tenants of the greater portion of

the soil.

A man was killed a few days since, near us, by a Gri2;^ly

Bear. Reached Big Sandy before sunset and shall remain here

till tomorrow night. On next day, moving to prepare for

crossing a desert region of thirty^five miles, now before us,

without wood or water. This desert is on what is called

Sublette Cut-off. This cut'off is said to shorten the old route

to Fort Hall some sixty miles. The only objection to it is the

above named desert region. Distance sixteen miles.

July 21st—Pierce, one of our mess mates, has been very

ill since yesterday morning. McCollom is improving finely.

Dr. Hay and Maj. Jack, two of our passengers are preparing to

pack through via Salt Lake; they will leave in the morning.

Charles and I have been performing the part of washerwomen

again.

It has tried hard to rain several times during the day, but

has succeeded in an indifferent manner. Distance twenty miles.

July 22nd—Were called at 1 A. M. this morning to pre'

pare for our march across the barren plain before us, and

before daylight we were on our journey. The road was excel'

lent, with a level country and by 11 o’clock encamped to rest

our animals, having made twenty miles of the journey and, as

we supposed, with only fifteen before us to Green River.

After traveling some twelve miles, Charles returned with the

horse to the old camp to seek his revolver and bowie knife

which he accidentally left at that place. He will not overtake

us before tomorrow. The mind commenced blowing a gale

about noon, rendering our rolling quite difficult, from the

clouds of dust which enveloped us. Having been much on foot,

we were all very much fatigued long before night.

Our water was exhausted, but still we expected on mount'

ing every hill to behold the river. Thus we toiled on till the

glorious sun sank behind the western horizon. The mules began
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to exhibit signs of exhaustion and some were taken from the

harness, unable to go farther and pull their loads. As if to

render our progress more difficult, we now approached pre^

cipitous ravine, into which the trail descended by precipitous

roads and again ascended by ways equally difficult and dan-

gerous. At 10 P. M. we had come, according to our road'

ometer upwards of forty miles, yet no signs of any river were

found. It was apparent that our guide books were erroneous

in regard to the distance and in consequence of their blunder

we will be compelled to remain without food for man or beast

and undergo the parching thirst incurred during the march till

our arrival at the point which we expected to reach this night.

Finding it useless to attempt herding the mules, as they were

bent upon roaming in quest of water, they were corralled

and there kept close till morning. For my part, completely

exhausted by fatigue, I rolled up in my blankets and was soon

dreaming of home and absent friends. Distance fortyffive miles.

July 23rd—A more woebegone looking set of fellows than

emerged from our camp this morning could not easily be found.

Some satisfied the cravings of appetite by broiling bacon on the

coals and at the same time added tenfold to their thirst, but

the majority preferred to wait breakfast till we reached the

river. We descended several dangerous hills, one of them one'

half a mile in length, and finally, after dragging rather than

travelling nine miles, reached the river, making in all fifty'two

miles from the Big Sandy. Had the authors of our guide books

been along during the last few miles, I fear they would have

paid dearly for their carelessness or ignorance. The sight of

the river, however, a fine, swift stream one hundred and fifty

yards wide, with pure ice water from the mountain above and

a hearty draught at its brink, soon soothed our perturbed feeh

ings and revived our spirits.

The channel contains from six to ten feet of water, and

is crossed by a ferry established by some Mormons from Salt

Lake. The terms for ferrying are $2 per wagon and from sixty

to seventy'five are crossed per day. The stream is lined with

wagons waiting to recruit their teams after their unexpected
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drive. Charles overtook us at noon, having rode nearly all of

last night. We were all safely ferried over by sunset and shall

remain a day or two. Distance seven miles.

July 24th—Last night was extremely cold. I saw no ice

but understand it froze considerably. The day is lovely; no one

would suppose it could possibly be so piercingly cold during the

nights of such days. A number of fine fish (salmon trout)

have been caught in the river. We shall leave tomorrow morn"

ing. From one of the Mormons here, I learned some particulars

of the Salt Lake settlement. Many fine trout have been caught

in the stream, but our mess have not been very lucky in casting

the enticing bait.

July 25th—Proceeded down from the middle ferry a short

distance, then ascending the mountain on the right bade fare'

well to the Green River. Descending the mountain on the west,

we struck Bear* Creek and followed it up during the day. The

grass is very good indeed. I saw several marten along the creek

and understood from a trader that beaver were plentiful.

Every few days we come across a canvas lodge occupied by

some Canadian Frenchman who dignifies his establishment by

the name of a trading post, though the title of “Gambling Hell”

would convey a more correct idea of its uses. In general, the

proprietor is a man who, destitute of character, has wandered

off among the Indians; and with a squaw for a wife, lives in

all respect like the natives, except that he gambles with the

whites. Distance fifteen miles.

Left Bear Creek to the right, rolling on as usual through

clouds of dust. It does seem as if it would never rain.

Charles and several others of the mess stayed behind to

fish and did not overtake us till noon. They caught two or

three nice fish, but hardly enough in my estimation to com"

pensate for a walk of ten miles through the hot sand. We
ascend the mountains through deep ravines from one stream

and descend on the opposite side to another. The usual height

of these mountains is from one to two thousand feet above the

valleys. We are hoping to have better rolling when we reach

This word doubtful—might be Beir or Bier or Bear.



Bear River, down which we will descend for a considerable

distance. Travelled till 10 P. M. and encamped on the top of

the mountain. Distance twenty^seven miles.

July 26th—Suffered intolerably last night from mosquitoes;

not even the frosty nights seem to daunt them in the least, but

on they come, the foe of man and beast alike. The usual route

over mountains and through valleys has been our lot, for to

the left is the Utas and on the right the Windmier range,

running parallel to our course, the heights of each being cov'

ered with snow. Distance twelve miles.

July 27th—This morning we crossed the last ridge of the

Bear River Mountains and descended into the Valley of the

river having the same name. The Fort Bridger road unites

with the one over which we have come at this point. We are

now in the great Basin, Bear River emptying into the Salt

Lake. Its course here is nearly north and we shall follow its

course till it turns to the west and south, a distance of some

seventy or eighty miles. The river bottom is several miles in

width and abounds in good grass. By taking the cut-off we
have gained several days on those who took the old route.

The first division of the Oregon regiment has come up

with us this evening. They look as ragged and woe begone as

the rest of us. Their guide, a Mr. Wilcox of New York, was

shot the other day by an Indian who had brought an express

through to the forces from Fort Hall and was returning with

them. He was in the wagon with Wilcox at the time and after

shooting him, seized a revolver, wounded the teamster, shot a

horse, and ran to the river bank where he was overtaken and

shot dead by a Lieutenant of the Army. Wilcox had resided

for some time in Oregon and was acquainted with the Indian.

Some suppose that it was in revenge for some former deed that

he was murdered. Distance fourteen miles.

July 28th—^Remained in camp to recruit our animals. Two
miles below us is Smith Fork, a beautiful stream, well stocked

with trout.

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining opportunities to write,

I have resolved to write only weekly for the future.
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August 5th—Nearly a week has flown since I last noted

our progress on the winding way which, in the estimation of

many is to lead them to the land of gold. We have left the

old Fort Hall road to the right, diverging some forty^five miles

from the last mentioned place, at a point called the “Old

Crater.” Our course down the valley of Bear River was

marked by few circumstances worthy of note. Several streams

were crossed; among them Thomas’ Fork, a fine stream empty'

ing into the river. We have travelled nearly the whole way in

company with the Government train. Dr. White of St. Louis

and his family joined our train at the cut'off and will travel in

our company the remainder of the way. The soda springs six

miles east of the cut'off attracted universal attention. They

cover a large extent of country and present many singular

phenomena. The waters of them all are kept constantly boiling

by the escape of tartaric acid gas. Near them is the steamboat

spring, boiling forth from the surface of a rock with a noise re-*

sembling that made by the water thrown up by the wheel of a

boat. The whole country around is covered with cinders and

bears abundant proof of having been subject to volcanic action.

Near the forks of the road is an old crater of large extent, now
nearly filled up. Around it are several smaller ones, varying in

depth from four to twenty feet, while the rocks are rent by

chasms of fearful depth.

Near the springs we saw a large camp of Shoshones, with

whom we had an interesting conversation by means of signs.

They exhibited the most friendly feeling, seemed disposed to

trade, but preferred rather to get their wants supplied by beg'

ging, at which they exhibited great address. Their appearance

was fine, many of them possessing an intellectual expression

unlocked for by me. After leaving the old road, our course

was nearly due west, over a level expanse of country, then up

a precipitous mountain, over which we were compelled, from

the want of water, to travel at midnight. Descending on this

side, we found a small stream, probably a tributary of Reeds

Creek. The water was the coldest I ever saw flow at this

season. All is now uncertainty with regard to the route. The
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road having been opened this season, no written mark describes

it and none have returned to tell of its peculiarities. Leaving

the branch, we struck Reed River on Friday and are now
encamped on a small stream with towering mountains around

us. Death has taken another victim from among our number

in the person of Mr. J. Eastman who died of consumption of

the lungs, July 31st. He was a native of N. Hampshire and

until our arrival at Fort Laramie, a member of the mess to

which Charles and I belonged.

Thus have three out of six composing our mess at starting

from Independence been called away by the hand of death.

Distance accomplished this week one hundred and forty'six

miles.

August 12th—^Another week has passed, bringing with it

the usual routine of fatigue and exposure.

How different is the figure now cut by the redoubtable

‘Tioneer Line,” from that made at our departure from the

abodes of civilised men. Rejoicing at the comforts in store for

us while on the “unknown expanse” and with the prospect of a

speedy arrival at the goal of our desires, we set out, elated in

spirit, only pitying those less fortunate in their choice of con'

veyance. How sadly have we been disappointed. Weary
months have rolled away, bringing with them the conviction

that ours, like the journey of life, has its periods of darkness

and doubt. Still we despair not, though present prospects indi'

cate a dissolution of our Company before many weeks. Yet

with hearts yielding not to despondency, we shall push forward

as best we can, fully determined to reach California in the face

of every impediment. Left camp on Reeds Creek early Monday

morning, pursuing a southwesterly direction over the broken

range of mountains bordering on the northern rim of the

“Great Basin.” Under the scorching influence of a torrid sun

we threaded our way, vainly seeking for vegetation and water

by which to rest at noonday.

On, on, we journeyed, hoping as we toiled up each steep

ascent to find the cherished object of our desires in the next

valley. The orb of light reached his meridian and sank low in
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the western heaven without respite from travel. Already had

we reached the point at which report said was a limpid

stream. In the place of cooling waters, we found the parched

bed of a mountain torrent without a particle of aught beside.

Around were the jaded teams of numberless emigrants who
like ourselves had hoped to find repose from travel. Women
bewailing their hard fate and helpless children crying for

water, form no pleasant theme for my notes, therefore I dwell

not upon this subject. Starting in company with several others,

I determined to walk forward till we reached water. Darkness

brought no hope of rest and till 1 1 o’clock P. M. we continued

our journey, over a region devoid of all interest.

Straying a short distance from the road, I threw myself

upon the ground, determined to indulge the forgetfulness of

repose. On rousing from slumber I pursued my way with no

companion, but my revolver and no certainty when I should

rejoin the company. At 3 A. M. I found them encamped by a

beautiful spring of pure water. The journey of a day illus'

trates that of the week. We have traversed Goose Creek Valley

and are now encamped in the Valley of a nameless stream

which sinks in the sands of the desert. Distance one hundred

and ten miles.

August 19th—Another week is numbered with the past

and finds us toiling down the Humboldt or St. Mary’s River.

Water, such as it affords, is plentiful and at a few points

grass also is abundant, but generally the broad valley is a

barren sandy alkaline waste with nothing to relieve its mo-

notony except the ever present and execrable sage brushes,

with here and there a fringe of willows along the low banks

of the river. Imagine the Erie Canal, increased two or three

fold in width, passing through the center of a plain and a fair

idea may be obtained of the Humboldt: drink of the waters

of that canal, and a Humboldt flavor would probably be

appreciated.

Our men are becoming emaciated and querulous. Luxuries

in the way of foods are among the things to memory dear.

Rancid bacon with the grease fried out by the hot sun, musty
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flour, a little pinoles and some sacks of pilot bread, broken

and crushed to dust and well coated with alkali, a little coffee

without sugar—now constitutes our diet. The men need more

and must have it or perish. Yet at our present rate of progress,

even these supplies must fail long before we can reach Cali'

fornia.

A deep gloom prevails in camp. The men know we must

all inevitably starve unless relieved and yet feel like cutting the

throat of him who would remind them of it. The thought is

not invigorating, 'tis true; yet with health we can and will

reach the goal of our desires, the Mecca of our hopes! Upon

a hundred and fifty skeletons of mules, we can subsist long

enough to scale the great barrier in our v/ay and from the

summits of the Sierra Nevada look down upon the promised

land.

But what of the sick? How are they to be cared for

when the emergency arrives and disorganized, as we must

inevitably become, each seeks his own safety? God only knows

what fate awaits them.

Charles is down with fever and needs unremitting care

or I should now leave the train in company with a number

who, on foot, turn to the west by what is termed a cut-off.

Whether it is in reality a shorter route, no one seems to

know with any certainty. It at least affords a change and

inspires hope. Fred Pearkes and Bob Brodon of our mess are

preparing their packs to try it. It seems like leaving the ship

and taking to the boats, but were Charles able to go, I should

chance it.

It seems hard to part with the old friends with whom we
have toiled for so many weary miles, yet we shall part in hope

to meet again. Reason says we shall never all meet again.

We have discussed the question of dividing the train and

pushing ahead with the sick and such others as choose to walk,

leaving the heavy wagons and remainder of the men to come

on at a slower pace, but as usual cannot agree upon any course

of action, hence I conclude we shall go on as before.
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The Valley of the Humboldt is about five miles in width,

with mountains two thousand to three thousand feet high and

each side barren and desolate they appear. Distance ninety

miles.

August 26th—Sink of the Humboldt—sink of everything

that is human and humanizing!

We have absolutely used up a good sized river! Have

run it in the ground! It is gone! For two hundred miles we
have followed the river in all its windings until here, upon a

great level sandy waste, its feeble channel spreads out into a

shallow lake of a mile across, and is drunk by the thirsty earth

and evaporated by the burning heat. The thermometer indi'

cates 140 on this arid plain. I never felt the heat till now, as

reclining under the wagon, I look out over an arid, burning

waste.

The whole atmosphere glows like an oven. The water is

bitter and nauseous. Off to the southwest, as far as the eye

can extend, nothing appears but a level desert. This we must

cross! Through its burning sands we must toil! Fate decrees it!

A hundred dead animals around us admonish haste. Not a

particle of feed for our stock! We only pause here until night,

to start for the Carson.

September 3rd—Left sink of Humboldt a little before

night August 26th and journeyed steadily but slowly all night,

and on Monday morning encamped on the barren desert to

avoid travel during the excessive heat of the day. I was

attacked with a light fever and have only a kind of dreamy

recollection of the silence and the heat. Started again at sun^

down and by 3 A. M. had reached a point within eight or ten

miles of the Carson, where we struck deep, loose sand in

which the animals floundered for a time and then, overcome

by exhaustion, gave up and could be urged no further. A few

fell and died in their harness and the rest were turned loose

and started for the river. Our passengers soon abandoned the

train also and, on foot and as best they could, made their way

to the Carson. Five or six of us were sick in the wagons and

were perforce compelled to remain.
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Charles stayed with me and a few other friends of the

sick also remained. We remained without water until daylight,

Thursday, the 31st, when Rogers came out with water in

canteens, and on Friday, eight of the best mules having been

sent out, we were all placed in a single wagon and hauled in.

September 23rd—We have remained at this point (near

sink of Carson) to recruit our teams which have come to be

mere wrecks; to procure as best we can provisions from passing

emigrants and to give rest to the sick.

I am suffering from an attack of what promises to de^

velop into a case of scurvy. Dr. Hutton is down with the

same disease. Mr. James died from a like attack the other day

and unless we move soon or obtain relief in the way of more

suitable food and medicines, a first class cemetery would be a

paying investment at this point.

A number of our men have left, going ahead on foot;

among them are Ware and Couth of our mess.

September 30th—I breathe more freely. We have tra^

versed the Carson River to the mouth of the worst canon

opening into the valley and that, of course, we turned into to

find our way to the Summit. For eight miles we literally climbed

and hauled the wagons by ropes and mules over the jagged

rocks which in places were higher than the wagons and perpen-

dicular. At the west of the canon, we emerged into Hope

Valley—rested a day and then spent another in getting to the

first Summit and were caught in a storm of sleet by which

forty mules were frozen to death. We are now in camp by a

snow bank under the 2nd Summit, with a prospect of reaching

it tomorrow and looking down on California!

I am deathly sick and must get better soon or play Moses

by looking at the Promised Land and never entering therein.

Hutton is dying. Roger is down with scurvy and a score of

others are showing the effects of starvation or, what answers

the same purpose, the effects of spoiled provisions that do not

nourish. Judging from the effect of scurvy on others, I am
good for about three weeks—and then—and then

—
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Well, at the end of a week if no better progress is made,

I will, if able, confiscate a mule and ride for life.

October 1st, 1849—The Summit is crossed! We are in

California! Far away in the haze the dim outlines of the

Sacramento Valley are discernible! We are on the down

grade now and our famished animals may pull us through.

We are in the midst of huge pines, so large as to challenge

belief.

Hutton is dead. Others are worse. I am better
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DEATHS IN THE PIONEER LINE.

Listed at the end of the Diary.

Robert Beaded, May 15th—Cholera;

O. Troughbridge, May 17th—from Utica, N. Y.;

Wm. Millin, May 17th—from Bridgeport, Conn.;

Chas. Sinclair, May 30th—from Ann Arbor, Mich.;

Reuben Cincannon, June 1st—from Bluffton, Indiana;

Jacob Kelly, June 5th—from Bluffton, Indiana;

Mr. Smith, June 7th—from Kentucky;

Charles C. Evanson, June 18th—Congestive fever; from Ann
Arbor, Mich.;

John J. Eastman, July 31st—Consumption; from near Concord,

N. H.;

Mr. James, Sept. 1st—Scurvy; from St. Louis, Mo.;

Mr. Walters, Oct. 3rd—Camp fever; from Mass. (I believe)

;

Dr. G. Hutton, Oct. 6th—Scurvy; from Chicago, 111.;

Mr. Duning, Oct. 8th—Diarrhoea; from St. Louis, Mo.

AFTER ARRIVING IN CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Weston, Oct. 12th or about—Diarrhoea; from Iowa;

Mr. Hunt, Oct. 15th—Scurvy; from 111.;

Royer, Nov —Scurvy; in Hangtown, Cal.; from Pennsyh

vania;

Wm. Bacon, Dec. 23rd—from Illinois.
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II.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF NILES SEARLS

[Copied from manuscript in possession of Fred Searls, Jr.

—

written at Nevada City, California, by Judge Searls, July 26,

1900.}

I, Niles Searls, Sr., was born on the 22nd day of Decern'

ber, 1825, at the town of Coeymans, in the County of Albany,

State of New York. My father, Abraham Searls, was born at

the same place, and on the same farm that I was, in January,

I think, 1802. He was a member of a large family, there being

three boys, vis;., Daniel, Willis and Abraham, my father, and

some eight girls. My mother was born in the same township

and county in March, 1804. Her maiden name was Lydia

Niles, being a daughter of Henry and Hannah Niles. The

family were Quakers and were originally from Dutchess

County, New York, but settled in Albany County during the

Revolutionary War.

My grandfather, Abraham Searls, was born in West'

Chester County, New York, and settled in the wilderness. The

nearest road was three miles from the farm he purchased,

probably in 1784.

My Grandmother Searls (Johanna Tompkins) was from

Pleasant Valley, Dutchess County, New York, and has a

sister living in Columbia County, and where she visited and

where by Grandfather Abraham Searls became acquainted

with her.

My great grandfather Searls, rumor says, was a native of

Devonshire, England, and was in the army—was a Captain in

the English Army—was sent to New York City. He was

detailed, report says, to collect the stamp tax, prior to the

Revolutionary War, in Westchester County. The opposition

to the tax was so strong that he became disgusted, asked to be

relieved from duty, and upon refusal of his superior officer so

to do, he resigned and settled in Westchester County.

In my own immediate family, there were eight children,

seven of whom are still living. Their names are: Wilson, two
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years older than myself, born in 1823; Niles (myself) born in

1825; Johanna, born in 1827; Alice, born in 1829; John, born

in 1832; Theresa, born in 1835; Lydia Jane, born in 1839 or

’40; and Abraham, born in 1844, who died about 1877'78.

My father removed from New York to Canada in 1837,

when I was about twelve years of age, and settled at Welling'

ton, in Prince Edward County, on the north shore of Lake

Ontario.

My brother Wilson and all my sisters still live at Welling'

ton, Canada.

My brother John resides in North Carolina, where he

owns a large farm and carries on the business of farming.

When I was about seventeen years of age, I was sent back

to Albany and placed in school where I continued for some

years, and finally read law with O. H. Chittenden at Rens'

selaerville. New York, for some two years, and then went to

the Fowler Law School at Cherry Valley, Otsego County, New
York, from which school I graduated in the spring of 1848. I

was admitted to practice law on the 2nd day of May, 1848.

I then started West in quest of a location at which to

commence practicing.

Traveling through Ohio, parts of Kentucky, Indiana,

Illinois, I finally fetched up on the western border of Missouri,

probably because I could not then go any further.

I opened a law office at Harrisonville, Van Buren County,

(now Cass County), Missouri, so called by the Democrats be'

cause Van Buren ran against Cass for the Presidency, which so

disgusted them that they changed the name of their county

from Van Buren to Cass.

I kept a law office a short time, but the law office did not

keep me.

In the fall of ’48, news came of the discovery of gold in

California. Great excitement followed and about half the

people of Western Missouri immediately took steps to come

across the plains the next year to this Territory.

I joined the throng and came out in ’49 to California.
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We left Independence, Missouri, on the 9th day of May,

1849. I was accompanied by Charles W. Mulford, with whom
I became acquainted at the law school at Rensselaerville, New
York.

We came in a passenger train. There were 120 passengers

at starting and about forty or fifty teamsters, herdsmen, etc.

We paid $200 each for our passage and were furnished

with light spring wagons, each carrying six persons. Allen and

Turner of St. Louis were proprietors of the Company, and it

was called the “Pioneer Line.” They promised to bring us

through in sixty days, and also brought a U. S. mail. At
starting we were the envy of most of the emigrants, because

of the supposed comfort we would enjoy during our trip. We
were furnished army rations, were to do our own cooking, and

to drive our mule teams, which were to be harnessed and un^

harnessed by the employees of the Company.

It commenced raining the day we left Independence and

for forty days rained more or less every day. As a result, the

rich bottom lands of eastern Kansas became a perfect morass.

We drove the wagons, though often sunk to their axles.

Our baggage train was heavily laden, and it often occurred

that we did not make more than two or three miles in a day.

We often harnessed twenty mules to a single wagon, hauled

it to a hard ridge, and then went back for others, and thus

they labored.

Charley Mulford and I each had a riding horse, with

which we expected great pleasure in hunting buffaloes.

By the time we reached the Platte River, our mules were

broken down more or less and, to make a long story short, we
were 105 days in making the trip, reaching Sacramento City

on the 14th day of October, 1849.

We crossed the summit of the Sierras on the 1st day of

October, 1849, and were already then in the territory of Cali'

fomia, but did not reach Sacramento City until some two

weeks after.

We had lost both our horses, Charley Mulford having

shot mine by accident while we were hunting buffalo on the
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Platte River, after which we rode the other horse indiscrim'

inately.

Not less than twenty'five percent of our passengers

perished during the trip.

When we were leaving Independence, the Cholera broke

out and an old guide who was to have accompanied us on the

trip took the Cholera and died two or three days before we
started.

A teamster called “California Bob,” who claimed to have •

been in California, died the first camp we made after starting.

Our commissary and commissary’s clerk both had it but

recovered.

Two men in my mess of six died before we reached the

North Platte River, one with Cholera and the other with brain

fever.

I enjoyed more or less good health until we reached Sacra'

ment. I recuperated there for a time and then went to the

South Fork of the American River, three miles above Mormons

Island where I commenced mining and worked probably a

month or six weeks, certainly not two months, when I was

taken sick with fever and went to Sacramento and went into a

hospital at Sutter’s Fort. It was the Odd Fellows Hospital.

I was sick there for a month or so, and when I got out

Chas. Mulford and I engaged in the potato and onion trade.

He went to San Francisco, bought potatoes and onions, and

general supplies, and shipped them to me at Sacramento where

I sold them on the levee. We continued that until the 1st of

March, 1850.

In March we went up the Sacramento River by a little

scow steamer named “Sacramento.” We were two days in

going to Marysville. From there we walked to Bidwells Bar,

on Feather River, wading all the streams and the water was

icy cold. Some places the water was up to our arm pits. There

we prospected and mined, but the river was so high and the

bars nearly covered and we did not find any good place for

mining.
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We then went down the river to Long Bar which was a

high bar above the high water mark.

There we bought a mining claim for $150.00, rocker and

other tools being thrown in. We commenced mining Friday at

noon, and Sunday morning we had taken out enough gold to

pay for the claim.

The mine was sold us by four men who left and went

over to Feather River where they flumed and dammed the

River, hoping to make a fortune. Before we had worked out

our claim, they returned, the river bed having proven a perfect

failure, and they were dead broke.

We worked that claim out and then engaged in the express

business about the 1st of June, said express leaving San Fran'

cisco for Downieville taking up letters, newspapers, and any

package for that point. We ran with two mules. I carried the

express from Marysville to Downieville and Charley from San

Francisco to Marysville.

On the 1st of September, 1850, the supposition being that

there could be no travel up there in winter, we concluded to

stop at once, and then came to Nevada City before winter

set in. Chas. Mulford started a book and stationery store. I

procured a few law books and opened a law office in his book

store, having a pork barrel for a desk and a nail keg for a

seat. There was not at that time a chair or desk to be had in

Nevada City. I went to practicing law.

I went East in 1851, Charley Mulford having preceded

me. The big fire of March, 1851, burned him out and he went

East. I was in Oregon at the time.

I went East in 1851 by steamer and returned in March,

1852. In 1852 I was elected Dist. Attorney of this County

(Nevada)

.

I went East again in January, 1853, and was married the

25th day of May, 1853, to Mary C. Niles.

We came back to California. I resumed the law practice

with Wm. M. Stewart as a partner (now Senator Stewart of

Nevada)

.
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In 1855 I was elected Dist. Judge of the 14th Judicial

Dist., including the counties of Nevada, Sierra and Plumas.

In January, 1862, I resumed practice here.

I sent my family East in July, 1863, and followed in

February, 1864. Came back here in 1869 and resumed law

practice, soon worked into a large business. Built this office

about 1873.

In 1885 I was appointed Supreme Court Commissioner,

and served as such until April, 1887, when Chief Justice

Moore died and I was appointed Chief Justice of Supreme

Court to fill the vacancy, by Governor Bartlett.

I served in that capacity until January, 1889, when the

present Chief Justice Beatty was elected. I was a candidate on

the Democratic Ticket and was defeated, but I ran ahead of

my ticket throughout the State.

I was again appointed on the Supreme Court Commission

in 1893 and served until January, 1899, when I resigned and

settled in Berkeley where I purchased a home and where I now
reside.

Dated: July 26, 1900, Nevada City, California.

(Niles Searls.)
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III.

Excerpts from Letters of Mary Corinthia Searls, written during

her first journey to California, and during her early residence

in Nevada City.

LETTER TO MARY NILES

Wellington, Canada,

June 12, 1848.

Dear Mary,

I have not yet determined when I shall leave or where I

shall go next. The propriety of my spending a season in New
York, if opportunity offers, is now being discussed. My own
private, individual notion if explained would read something

like this: In case I do not go to New York, I think of return'

ing to Cherry Valley ^ remaining there till fall, say about

October, then of going or rather wandering off to the west ^
southwest, to remain during the winter, by the expiration of

which time I can probably form some opinion with regard to

the advantages 6? disadvantages of N. York State ^ the west'

em world that will lead me to a final decision in the matter of

location. I have laid the matter before Father 6? Mother who
profess to treat it as a boyish idea, tho I know they believe me
in earnest. I shall leave early in July, as there is no objection

in particular to keep me longer and I may as well go at one

time as another.

9f; * * *

As ever,

Niles Searls.

(Note) : The “Charlie” referred to in these letters was Charles
Niles, brother of Mary Searls. “Deb” was his wife. “Addie” was
Addison Niles, another brother who later, in 1871, became a Justice

of the Supreme Court of California. “Nellie” was Mrs. Cornelia Niles

Devereux, an older sister who lived to the gentle age of 100. “Emmie”
was Emily Niles Huyck, a younger sister. “Fred” was Fred Searls,

oldest son of Niles and Mary Searls, born in 1854. “Nilie” was Niles

Searls, Jr., their youngest son, born in 1860. Another son, Addison,
referred to as “little Addie,” died in infancy. Only such portions of the

letters have been omitted as seemed to be of purely personal or local

interest.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO FRIENDS.

At Sea, Steamship “Star of the West”

September 2 5 th, 1853.

My dear Friends:

It is my first Sabbath on board a steamer and I am happy

to inform you that it seems much more like Sabbath to me than

I had supposed it could. I have wished a great many times this

week that you might know how comfortably we were getting

on, and I am sure it would do you all good. The impression

our friends had, or must have had of our steamer was a very

unfavorable one. It seemed rather gloomy to us all that first

night because it rained so and the decks were all wet, and

everything topsy turvy. I began to be sick before supper that

night, and have not been down below but to one meal since,

but it was so much pleasanter here is the principal reason. I

have been seasick of course, but have borne it much better than

I supposed I should. I went according to Uncle Mulford’s

rule, “lie on one side a while and then turn over and vomit.”

I was not at all in pain and we have been favored with most

excellent weather, showers every night which cool the vessel,

and calm seas nearly all the time. To'day the ocean is almost

like glass and the air like a hot summers day with us, but the

motion of the vessel creates a fine breeze on deck. Charlie and

Deb have the best rooms on the vessel and Niles and I have one

just like it only a little smaller. There is a square opening in

the deck with a skylight above for admitting air into the main

cabin below. Our rooms have windows opening into that

space, so that we have a fine bree2;e nearly all the time drawing

through the rooms.

* * *

We passed between Cuba and Jamaica and will reach

San Juan (pronounced San Wan) Friday morning. From

thence we take some small steamers and' go up the San Juan

River to the lake Nicaragua, which we cross and then go over

the height of land to “San Juan del Sud,” a distance of 12

miles only, and a very decent road. Thence we take the
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steamer for San Francisco. There is very little worth relating

in a sea voyage, at least we have met with very little as yet.

The engineer of the “Cortes,” the boat on the other side,

is on this vessel now, and says we will have better accommoda^

tions on the other side than here—better fare—more room, and

the lower cabin passengers kept separate, so that these for-

eigners will not annoy us so much. We can promenade the

hurricane deck there too, which is not allowed here.

Ever your affectionate

Mary C. Searls.

At Sea, Steamship “Cortes”

October 9th, 1853.

My dear Friends

:

One week ago today we crossed the Isthmus and one week

from today we expect to arrive at San Francisco. * * * We
have collected about us quite a little circle of acquaintances and

some very pleasant ones too. The lady whom we met at

Wyckhoff in New York is one of the sweetest women I ever

knew. The girls will remember her, her name is Mrs. Dean.

She is going to Grass Valley, only five miles from us, and we
have promised to visit each other frequently. The lady with

the sick child, Mrs. Turner, is very much like her. They are

always together. Then there are Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard of

San Francisco who are no small acquisition to any society, and

various others whom it will not be worth while to describe as

we shall probably part at San Francisco to meet no more.

We anchored in San Juan Bay on Friday morning and it

took nearly all day to get the passengers and baggage exchanged

onto the small river boats. We spent rather a tedious day in

waiting but amused ourselves somewhat with watching the

natives as they came about our vessel with their canoes filled

with oranges, lemons, etc., which were twice as large and as

fine as any one ever saw at home. They were so tempting, but

Niles and Charlie would not buy one for fear we would get a
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taste of them and want more. Just at twilight we started up the

San Juan River, and the beauty of the scenery through which

the river runs surpasses anything ever dreamed of before. We
felt ourselves well repaid for all the fatigue and inconvenience

we had endured and would if it had been much greater. We
could do nothing but exclaim oh, how beautiful, how beautiful.

I presume I have often read vivid descriptions of such scenes,

but it is impossible to form any idea of the beauties of a south'

ern scene unless one has seen something of the kind. The river

is very rapid, and so clear that we drank the water. It is more

crooked than the road to Duanesburg, winding about among

innumerable islands and dividing off into different streams, so

that we could look way off in the distance and see river after

river and island after island till we were almost bewildered

and were fain to believe ourselves in a dream, or gazing at

some beautiful picture to which distance lent enchantment.

The beauty of the islands it would be utterly useless to at'

tempt to describe. They were covered with a perfect mass of

foliage down to the water’s edge. Trees of dark rich foliage

forming a background and feathery palms quivering in every

nook with their delicate green forming a beautiful contrast to

the rest, and over the whole was a drapery of vines, many of

them covered with large crimson and purple flowers, sometimes

hanging in festoons and at others forming complete arbors

whose cool shady depths were extremely suggestive of moon'

light and fairies. * * *

The accommodations were no less romantic than the scenery.

We were crowded as thick as we could sit on the boat and had

nothing provided for us to eat except such as we had been able

to pick up from the other boat. We could get bread and crackers

and boxes of sardines and the gentlemen had procured some cold

meats and ale from the other steamer. Of these we made our

supper and breakfast and at night we spread our shawls and

over'coats on deck and with satchels for pillows, we lay as thick

together as possible, some even having to sit up against posts. Of
course we did not sleep much as it was very warm, but with the

earliest dawn we were up to enjoy the scenery again, and having
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made our toilet by taking the corner of a towel and dipping it in

the river and wiping our faces and hands, we proceeded to

breakfast. * * *

About noon we came to some rapids where we had to walk

a short distance and take another boat above. We found a very

comfortable dinner on shore, and were then packed into a still

smaller boat until towards sundown when we arrived at Lake

Nicaragua, where we found quite a large comfortable boat,

from the uppar deck of which we: watched a most glorious

sunset and after the stars came out we gathered in groups and

with a can of tea and the remains of our provisions made a

comfortable supper; slept on the floor again, but were so tired

that we scarcely stirred till morning. In the morning arrived at

Virgin Bay and were rowed to shore in boats. Niles slipped

while getting into the boat and lamed his knee so that it has

troubled him some ever since—just his luck you know. It is

about well now though.

Took breakfast at the “American House” and fortunately

secured good mules and ladies saddles, which was more than

some others did. We had a fine opportunity to see the rest

start while we were waiting for the boys to get the baggage

checks and we had not a little sport. The mules were many of

them perfectly mulish and would go tearing and pitching into

the woods or into the mud or even into the bamboo houses by

the road side, and some utterly refused to go. A good many
were thrown off their mules but they are so small there is no

danger of being injured. The boys were too good judges of the

article to get any of that class of beasts for us.

We started at eleven o’clock and now perhaps you are

looking for some terrible experiences to be given of our crossing

the long dreaded Isthmus. What will you think, though, when
I tell you that I never enjoyed a horseback ride in my life more

than I did every moment of that ride. It was the rainy season

on the Isthmus, but there had not been a drop of rain for a

week, and there was not a drop while we were there. The road

was as dry and good for horseback riding as any about Rens'

selaerville. There is a carriage road finished nearly all the dis'
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tance, which is only 12J/2 miles. There were some places where

the mud in the road was very deep, but we had only to let our

mules take their own way, and they would go away around into

the bushes and pick a dry path, never failing to find the best

one. We had to take no care about guiding them, all we had to

do was to employ one hand with beating them (you can fancy

what a beating they got from Deb and me), and we could look

about us as much as we pleased, at the scenery, some of which

was beautiful, and watching for parrots and monkeys.

We stopped at a halfway house for dinner, and about that

time the sun went behind a cloud and a cool bree2;e sprung up so

that we rode in perfect comfort the rest of the way and went

slowly, that we might enjoy to the full. So much for crossing the

dreadful Isthmus, where it always rains, and the heat is so intol-

erable and the mud and roads so horrible. We came in sight of

the Pacific just at sunset and saw the “Cortes” lying in the bay.

Of course we had some sentimental feelings about that time

but our mules were determined to stop and eat the damp

sand on the shore, and I can assure you that urging mules

along with hand and foot is anything but sentimental business.

We had miserable accommodations at San Juan del Sud

where we remained until two o’clock next day. From there we

had to be carried in the arms of the natives to the small boats

which could not come close to the shore, and were rowed to

the steamer. Almost all of them got wet, but we being so

light the natives succeeded in keeping us “high and dry.” We
found the “Cortes” tO' be a much nicer boat than the “Star of

the West.” Everything about it is kept perfectly clean and

we have much better fare than we had before. Still I do not

feel as much at home here because we have rooms with two

other ladies, and Charlie and Niles are in a room with 9. Our

room is the pleasantest one on the boat and if we had it to

ourselves, we should stay there most of the time with our

books and writing, but the room is too small for 4 to stay in

SO' we stay on deck. We had a pretty high wind one day and

night, which sent most of the passengers to their berths; except

that, we have not been sick at all, and now it is getting cooler
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every day. There have been several cases of fever on board

but this cool weather will restore the sick and prevent others

from getting sick. We have miserable water. We do not

pretend to drink it. Tea in the morning and night and wine

at noon we are obliged to drink and I am tired enough of

wines. Sunday at noon we had a fine shower and after the

upper deck had been rinsed a little by it, we caught the water

in glasses and drank it with a relish which you at home can

hardly imagine. The thought of our cold spring water is

perfectly tantalizing and nothing can provoke us more than

to have some one come and ask us if we would like a glass of

ice water. A glass of clean rain water is as great a luxury as

we aspire to. We get along very well though after all, for we
have lemonade and claret punch.

MARY C. SEARLS TO HER BROTHER.

At Sea, Steamship “Cortes”

October 13 th, 1853.

Dear Brother

:

I have written a long letter home telling all the particu-

lars of our voyage thus far and I cannot think of going to the

trouble of repeating it all twice, so I shall tell them to send the

letters to you and you must send them to Hamilton. In the

meantime to assure you that I am alive and well and have not

forgotten you, I write these few lines. We have had as com-

fortable a passage as we could expect I suppose and I have

enjoyed a great many things about it and a great many I have

not. I have been seasick a good deal and when not seasick feel

languid and disagreeable, but am ashamed of myself when I

complain for there are so many others who suffer so much

more. There has been considerable sickness on this side and 5

deaths within three days. But not only our party but all whose

acquaintance we have made have been very well so that none

of the sickness has affected us immediately. We have formed

some very pleasant acquaintances from all parts of the country

and there are quite a number going to Nevada. I have not

been sorry that I came for a single moment, although I have
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been more homesick sometimes than I ever was before. I long

to see you all so much and I long too for the' quiet of ouT’

dear old home, yet I feel more and more confident that it is

best for me to go where I am going. Niles and Charlie are

about as happy as ever you saw two men and I think we shall

be too when we get settled.

There is no place in the world that will beat a steamship

for gossip. A country village doesn’t compare, and we have

had the fortune to have a lady in our company who has

furnished the whole ship with material plenty. Mrs. C. turns

out to be a perfect flirt, and though pretty and pleasant, is as

vain as ever I saw any one. About the time we arrived at the

Isthmus she made the acquaintance of some young gentlemen

who flattered her a good deal and she coolly left our party and

joined theirs, and it is really ridiculous the way she conducts

herself with them, flirting like a young girl, simpering and

putting on airs, and the cream of the joke is that they con^

sider her as intruding upon their party without invitation, and

make all sorts of fun of her, even to her face, which her self

complacency prevents her seeing. So much for the lady from

Boston.

Your affectionate sister,

Mary C. Searls.

MARY C. SEARLS TO HER FRIENDS.

Nevada City, October 24th, 1853.

My dear Friends

:

Here we are at last in Nevada all safe and sound and

well, and though we have had a delightful trip and have been

remarkably fortunate in every particular, yet I can assure you

we are as glad as ever you saw any girls to get where we can

rest, and be on terra firma. We arrived in San Francisco on

Saturday, just at sundown, and spent about two hours in wait'

ing for an opportunity to get on shore, and had rare sport in

the meantime watching the anxious people on the wharf, and

the meetings on board. We fancied we could tell who were
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looking for wives and who were idle spectators. There were

four ladies of our acquaintance who had come to meet their

husbands, but they had the good sense to go to their rooms and

wait till they were found, thus avoiding a scene on deck. The

Bay of San Francisco is a beautiful one and we were profuse

in our admiration of it at the time, but I presume a description

of it would not be particularly interesting to you.

We stopped at the Nyantick, a nice quiet house, and never

in my life have I enjoyed eating and sleeping as I did there. We
had had excellent appetites for some days, but had become so

tired of everything on ship board that we could not eat and here

everything was nice and clean and the tables filled with every

luxury that we have at the best hotels in the States and we
would sit down at table and eat as fast as we dared and stop

only when forced to by a sense of decency. Then one would

eat grapes and pears at intervals, and long for the next meal.

We thought such appetites would of course last but a few days

but they stay with us yet, and Deb often says she is in a hurry

to get to housekeeping so that we may eat as long and as much

as we please without observation. We were weighed yesterday

and Deb weighed 94 lbs. and I but 91j/2, but I shall gain it

again at this rate of eating. I was more seasick than she. We
have the most delicious grapes and pears in this country that

I ever saw, but of course miss apples very much.

We spent Saturday in San Francisco. Washed and dressed

ourselves clean in the morning (a luxury which no one can ap'

preciate till they have been obliged for nearly two weeks to wash

in salt water and dress in a room about the si^e of Ma’s clothes

room, with three berths, a lounge and four women in it, be'

sides one trunk and 4 carpet bags. We went to Grace Church

and I can assure you it seemed good to us to be able to listen

to the preached word and join in the service, though the

clergyman was anything but a man of talent. During the day

and evening we received a great number of calls from friends

of the boys, and from those who had come with us and were

stopping in town. In the evening some gentlemen called on

their way to hear a lecture on Home by a Mr. Gray, formerly
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of Boston, an elderly clergyman and a popular man. They

invited us to go and we did so. The lecture was very good

and the music very fine, being a hired choir of Hand and

organ.

We could not go up the river until Monday night, so

we spent all of Monday which was not taken up with calls, in

running about town. I was delighted with the city. I hardly

know why, for it is not handsome as we term handsome at

home, but there is so much life and spirit, and every one you

see looks so happy and every one you meet seems so cordial.

There is none of that careworn, anxious look upon the faces of

the men you meet hurrying to and fro that we see in our

cities at home. Then there is such an enthusiasm and so much

affection as it were for the place and the country, in all who

have been here for years that it is quite catching. If two per'

sons meet as strangers who came here in ’49, they are friends

at once when the coincidence is discovered. There seems a

kind of Odd Fellowship about it.

The principal curiosity we saw in the Bay City was the

mammoth tree, which completely throws into the shade all the

great tree stories which Niles and Charles have been laughed at

so much for telling. It was impossible to cut a section of the

tree and bring it down from the mountains where it grew, so

they have taken off the bark in sections and have this set up in

its original form. The tree was 33 feet in diameter at the base,

but owing to the branching roots they cut it down 8 feet from

the base, where the diameter was 26^ feet. The bark itself is

in some places 20 inches thic\. There is a muslin roof over it,

and it is lined with muslin, to make a nice room of it. Inside the

muslin there is a room so large that 6 lounges and a piano are

ranged around the sides and a few days before we were there a

school of 120 scholars with their 6 teachers were in at a time,

beside the furniture. The tree was * feet high. To avoid

any suspicion of humbug about the bark of the tree, they have

cut a slab right across the trunk of the tree 1 ft. in thickness and

width, which every one can measure for himself. The base of

*Blank left in original letter.
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the tree has been converted into the floor of a hall which is

used as a ball room and the owners are making a fortune out

of it. What say you now to tree stories? If you doubt this,

go yourself to see the wonder when it arrives at New York,

where it is soon to be sent.

At 4 o’clock on Monday evening we went down to the

Confidence which is to take us to Sacramento, and found there

quite a large number of Cortes acquaintances and others to

see us off. The Captain of the Cortes and a lady who was

with him, and a gentleman who formerly owned the Confi'

dence, with his brother, took it into their heads to go with us

up to the first landing place and back by the downward boat.

We had a very sociable pleasant evening, it being a most

beautiful clear moonlight, and the scenery very fine. When
the boys went to engage rooms for us, they found that Hazeb

tein, the young man referred to as accompanying us, had en'

gaged for us the two bridal chambers which were not often

allowed to be occupied by any others than newly married

people. He had paid our fare too, but the boys would not

permit that to pass at all. They were beautiful little rooms,

elegantly furnished, with these little tapestried beds, curtained

with the richest damask. We were a thousand times obliged.

He said he thought if he did us some favor we would remem^

ber him enough to call on him, or permit him to call on us

when we came to Sacramento, where he lives, I suppose in

grand style, as he is very rich.

Arrived at Sacramento early in the morning, and had

calls till it was ten o’clock before we could get a chance to eat

breakfast. Were invited to Mr. Riche’s (you know Mother

Riche, don’t you) to tea and sat down for the first time in

more than a month to private table. We enjoyed the visit very

much, found her to be a plain, good sensed, kind hearted

woman, had a most excellent tea, and parted with regret.

Started at 5 next morning for Nevada and rode 10 miles before

breakfast, 35 more before dinner, and the remaining 30 before

tea. The ride from Sacramento here is the only part of the

whole trip with which I have not been pleasantly disappointed.
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It was the most fatiguing day's travel we had. The road during

the first 30 miles was very much like a prairie road, striking

off across the country, a good hard road though unworked.

The; rest of the way it was very rough and hilly, in some

places very rocky, and we were completely tired out when we

got here, but slept well all night and nearly all the next day.

There was one redeeming quality to the stage routes. They

have the best horses I ever saw all the way, changing every

10 miles; some most splendid teams of great white horses such

as we seldom see anywhere in the State.

All along as we stopped at little towns we had to be intro'

duced to friends of the boys who came to welcome them back

and we were often told that our arrival in Nevada would be an

era as there had never come more than one lady at a time, and

those not very frequent, and I should think it was an era by the

way the people stared and gathered around the stage as we
stopped, and by the way, they stare now if we step outside the

door or go out on the pisiZZd.. We are stopping at Phelp’s Hotel

where we have very good board but poor rooms. There is a new
house here where we would like to go, but the boys have always

boarded here, and do not like to give offense to the landlord

who is an old friend. They will put up a house as soon as

possible (that is if Niles concludes to stay here, he has made no

arrangements yet) one large enough for us all to live in and

keep house separately. We cannot find board here that will

seem at all like home, and Deb thinks she would rather keep

house if I do. I am very impatient to commence. We think

some of renting a house and taking meals at a restaurant till

we get our house built. Our trunks were put on a wagon at

Sacramento to be brought here, but they could get only an ox

team to bring them, so that they have not come yet and will

not in some days yet. We have our carpet bags with a few

clothes and our black silk dresses in them.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO HER BROTHER.

Nevada City, Cal,

October 26th, 1853.

My dear Brother:

Here we all are in our California home and all well and

happy. We like the country better than we thought we should,

but I am not sure but it is partly owing to our being so tired

out with our journey that any resting place on land where

everything did not taste and smell of steamboat would seem a

Paradise. We had a delightful trip, being more fortunate in

every particular than we could have hoped for, yet we were

almost tired out with ennui. We find Nevada to be just about

as we supposed from the descriptions we have had, only I

think more pleasant. Our arrival caused a great sensation here.

There were four of us, all wives of rather prominent persons

in the place, and there has never arrived more than one lady

at a time before. The men stand and gaze at us with mouth

and eyes wide open, every time we go out. There are quite a

number of ladies here, there have 10 called upon us already,

and we have not been here a week. They are all very pleasant

ladies and most of them the wives of doctors or lawyers. * * *

I have talked with a great many men about California, indeed

it is the topic of conversation here, as much as the weather in

other places, and almost every one says that though the best

place in the world for those who have been for years in the

country for making money, it is not a good place for young

men to come who are not acquainted with the manner of doing

business here, and particularly if they have no place of business

in view.

Your affectionate sister,

Mary C. S.

MARY C. SEARLS TO CORNELIA NILES.

Nevada City, November 11th, 1853.

My dear Sister Nellie:

We are still at Phelp’s Hotel and I have given Hattie

Hopkins a description of our accommodations here, to which I
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refer you. We shall have to stay here about 3 weeks longer

and before you get this shall be nicely settled at our new
boarding place, Mrs. Samson’s. * * Charlie is building a

brick storc'fireproof, and is going to build it two stories high

and finish the upper story for them to live in if they wish or

to rent if they do not wish it. I have no doubt they will live

there, but they cannot go in in two months yet on account of

the walls being damp. We have had some grand times making

plans for houses and furnishing them on paper. As for Niles

and I, we have scarcely any plans for the future as yet. He
has gone into partnership with the District Attorney here, Mr.

Stewart. Charles did not need him in the bookstore, although

he would make business for him in some way rather than have

him leave the place. Stewart has been in partnership with

McConnell, who has been elected Attorney General of the

State and is about to remove to San Francisco and Niles takes

his place.

Inasmuch as we got our trunks safely here I am sorry we
did not bring a great many more things which we can get here

but will do without rather than pay the price demanded. I am
not sure but we shall think it best to send home for some

things bye and bye to be sent by express. The ladies here (the

western ladies, I mean) dress in silks always when they go out

but look like hob at home, and we wear our calicos and traveh

ing dresses in the street every day. I never want to see an^

other large figure brocade again. If you could see such looking

ones as I do, you wouldn’t wonder. I would not have any more

silks if I could. I wish I had brought a neat hack hat (hack

hats of plain straw cost $16 at the Bay) and plenty of collars,

shawls, gloves, etc. to last me till I went home. It would have

been a saving. White shawls are on a par with brocades here.

Worsteds are 1/6 a skein, sewing silk 1/8, needles and other

little items in proportion.

Your affectionate sister,

Mary Searls.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO ADDISON NILES.

Nevada City, Cal, Dec. 9th, 185" 3.

My dear Brother

:

* * * There is no mistake though that this is a hard

country as far as morals are concerned, and a very charming

one with regard to climate. It is now warm and pleasant as

Summer with us at home. Yesterday it rained hard for the

first time in two weeks and now the sky is as blue and warm
as on the sunniest October day at home. Yet this is the rainy

season. But, oh, the fleas. I have just had to stop and drown

one which has been making such a meal of me for the last

hour (that is the only possible way to kill them). Talk about

bugs, you can get rid of those during the day, or in your own
house, but fleas seem omnipresent here and I have been almost

devoured. I look as though I had had the smallpox, except my
face which I continue to keep them oif from.

4: 4: :|t 4: Hi

Niles has taken the editorial chair of the “Young

America,” a Democratic paper of this city. The former editor

got into such a quarrel with the editor of the Whig paper that

it came near ending in a duel, but finally resulted in the editor

leaving town and giving his paper in charge of Niles, whom he

pays $100 a month. He issued one last week, having had only

two days to prepare it in, and suits on his hands at the same

time. He has been very much complimented on his first at'

tempt. A San Francisco paper notices it thus, “Mr. Niles

Searls has assumed the editorial chair of the ‘Young America.’

The number of the paper before us evinces talent and indus'

try.” So much from strangers. Several acquaintances have

puffed him a good deal more. I will send you one of his papers

if I can find one. It’s nothing wonderful, only a great deal

better than it ever was before. Niles is in partnership with the

District Attorney here.

Your affectionate sister,

Mary C. Searls.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO CORNELIA NILES.

Nevada, December 11th, 1853.

My dear Nellie:

* * * \S/e had a delightful walk to Sugar Loaf. It was

just about like a pleasant May day at home and the fragrance

of the sugar pines almost seemed like the fragrance of our

orchards in Spring. It was a very hard walk, the hill being

very steep but it was very pleasant on the top with a fine view

on all sides. Some mountains on the other side from here were

snow crowned and looked beautiful. On our way home we

stopped at some mining claims where they were working under

ground, saw the buckets going up and down by horse power,

bringing sometimes water, sometimes gold dust, sometimes men,

from the dark depths below. The way back through the mines

was a crooked one for we had to wind about over ditches and

sluices. We walk almost every pleasant day when the walking

is good. We have had but little rain yet.

MARY C. SEARLS TO HER MOTHER.

Nevada City, February 10th, 1854.

My dear Mother:
* * * The ship “San Francisco” in which Niles’s books

were shipped went onto the rocks inside the harbor a day or

two since and is said to be a total wreck and no hope of saving

vessel or cargo. Isn’t it a pity. Niles says there is not such a

library to be had in the state as that, and he would not have

sold them for a thousand dollars here, and then to think they

were safely inside the harbor and then lost.

Your affectionate daughter,

Mary C. Searls.

MARY C. SEARLS TO ADDISON NILES.

Nevada City, February 10th, 1854.

My dear Brother:

* * * As for coming to California which I suspect you

would like to try, I have no doubt you are better off where you

are. Niles says he knows of no business here or opening else'
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where in which you could engage to advantage were you here on

the spot. He has had no little trouble to establish himself, and I

doubt very much whether he will succeed very well. Fll tell

you what it is—between you and I and no one else—it is not a

very funny thing to go and buy a pair of $2. shoes and have

them charged because one hasn’t the money to pay for them,

and at the same time having to pay $28. a week for board and

other things in proportion. True Niles has on his books charged

more than enough to pay all our expenses—and could he get

his pay his business would soon make him rich, but he can’t

and it is very probable will have to give up his business on

that account. I feel quite down about it today for the first

time, for this morning we found by the papers that the ship

in which his books were sent was wrecked just off the Bay,

and no hope entertained for either ship or cargo being saved.

In our haste in leaving that day from New York he had failed

to have them insured so that they will be a complete loss if the

report proves true. I have frequently heard him say they

would be worth more than $1,000. to him in Nevada and his

great object in renting a fireproof room was to have a safe

place for them. Now don’t you mention a word of this to our

folks or any one else. I only tell it to you to show you that

people in California have troubles too. * * * As for that tree

story, is it possible you have dared to doubt my word? Have

I ever heard of Munchausen? Yes, I have heard of Munchau'

sen. But that wondrous adventurer had never been to California.

If he had he would have been able to vouch for greater wonders

than ever entered his imagination, fruitful as it was. I can

assure you my conscience will not permit me to counteract that

story in the least degree, or even to lop off any of the branches.

You can go to New York and see it for yourself when it

arrives, which it probably will soon.

We had the pleasure of listening to Thomas F. Meagher a

few days since, and I considered it a great treat as he, is very

eloquent though not to be compared with Wendell Phillips in

my estimation.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO HER MOTHER.

Nevada, June 27th, 1854.

My dear Mother

:

I had thought we should be in our new house by this

time, but we will not get in before Monday I think and I shall

not attempt a description of my house till I am settled, as it

would be an imperfect one. They are now painting the last

coat of the inside and putting up the piazza.

MARY C. SEARLS TO HER MOTHER.

Nevada, June 1st, 1857.

My dear Mother:

I begin to feel as though the time was approaching when I

shall see you all, and talk with you and I think so much of

what I shall say to you, and of what fine times Fred and I will

have, and Fred and I talk so much about it, that it seems some'

times as though I have seen you, and when I sit down to write

I feel as though you knew all I had to say. Fred and I have

many lovely talks about what he will see and do when he gets

home, and it would do you good to see what interest he takes

in all I tell him, and how well he remembers it. He tells about

Uncle Will's kitten, and Grandpa’s horse, etc., having some-

thing to tell about each one of you. He tries hard to be good

most of the time, but is so chuckfull of mischief that it will

boil over sometimes. I feel as though if I can once get him

home it will be so much easier for him to be good that he will

trouble me less. He wants to be loved, and to be called good

all the time, and he will have fewer temptations to do wrong

at home. * Add. was down to San Francisco last week.

I had a present too last week on the 25th, which was our

wedding day,—^Niles gave me a new dress—a blue tissue

—

which I made up with three flounces bound with satin ribbon.

Fred and I went out to Mr. Stewart’s the other day and had

a fine visit.

From your affectionate daughter,

Mary Searls.
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MARY C. SEARLS TO HER MOTHER.

Nevada, April 2nd, 1859.

My dear Mother

:

* * * Fred has slept with Niles, and has learned to look

to him almost entirely for attention of all kinds. I wish you

could see what a patient, kind, and in fact what a model of a

family man Niles has become. He spends nearly all his eve^

nings at home, dresses and undresses Fred, gets up in the night

to wait on us all, and in many things excites my wonder and

admiration daily by his improvement. I never expected him to

be such a husband, for it seemed so far from his nature, but

his love for his family has changed him in some respects.

Fred was perfectly happy to be in the mines with Mr. .

Kellogg. I have weaned Addie—had no trouble at all in doing

it—any more than with Fred. The first night he cried con'

siderable and would not drink a drop of anything, but since

that has scarcely asked for his dinner. Two weeks ago today

he stood alone for the first time and walked a step or two. In

one week he could walk across the room, and now he trots all

day and never creeps except to find a place to climb. He
draws a wagon or sled around with a great deal of pride, gets

his bonnet or Fred’s hat and starts for the door nodding his

head and saying Ta-ta—gets a stick and uses it for a cane,—
says “all black’’ when his hands are dirty—shakes his head for

“no” and nods it for “yes”—with all the solemnity of a judge—
and many other very wonderful and interesting things he doth

say and do, which are too numerous and perhaps too trivial to

be repeated. Fred thinks as much of him as a boy can think of

anything, he almost idolizes him, yet he is so careless and

rough, that he will hurt him many times a day if he is not

closely watched. Fred is a pretty good boy now'a'days. Has

been sick for a few days but is better now. Niles had a couple

of Chinamen here several days, to clear up the yard, fill some

holes, etc. They were prisoners and the sheriff offered them to

him if he would watch them well that they would not get

away. They were glad to work a few hours for a good meal
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and a drink of good brandy, and they have improved our place

very much. We have a new minister whom we like very much.

He has been here but three weeks, but we think he will do

some good, if he holds out as “good” as he commences. I am
doubtful whether he can be supported, there are very few

members and not one man in the church who is worthy of the

name of man. All the influence there is in the church is among

the women and most of those have large families to attend to,

and their husbands are uninterested in church matters.

From your affectionate daughter,

Mary Searls.
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